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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.0	 INTRODUCTION

This study defines the characteristics of 30/20 GHz

satellite systems co be used in support of projected

communication requirements of the 1990's. 	 The study

encompasses	 a requirements	 analysis	 which develops

projected market demand for satellite services by

general and specialized carriers, an analysis of the

impact of propagation and system constraints on 30/20

GHz operation, development of a set of technical per-

formance characteristics for the 30/20 GHz systems

which	 can	 serve the resulting market 	 demand,	 and

finally defining the experimental program necessary to

verify technical and operational aspects of the pro-

posed systems.

The market analysis in this study takes as its basis

previous Western Union and other reports on the ad-

dressable	 and	 accessible	 satellite	 market	 demand.

Data from these studies, together with that derived

from additional potential markets 	 identified in the

current study, have been combined and analyzed. 	 The

specific requirements of each type of traffic were

then used to arrive at market projections for the Ka-

band	 in terms of the various types of satellite
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carriers and their market interest. 	 The traffic mix

identified for each type of carrier results in a pro-

jection of three types of Ka-band satellites: 	 An all

trunking satellite, an all CPS satellite, and a satel -

lite combining both types of service.

An analysis of propagation factors at Ka-band identi -

fied suitable modes of operation for normal and rain

Affected operation in each region of the U.S.	 By

combining the market and operation mode studies, a set

of functional specifications for a satellite applica-

ble to a Western Union class carrier was established.

By	 comparing	 these specifications with currently

available	 technology and	 considering the minimum	 re-

quirements for a useful satellite system, a set of

functional requirements for the proposed experimental

satellite was obtained.	 Such a satellite would be

used	 to	 investigate	 presently	 assumed	 propagation

effects, prove out necessary new technology, and pro-

vide an experimental system to assess the applicabili-

ty of the Ka hand to commercial service offerings.

In addition, certain topics requiring further investi-

gation have been identified, and potential uses of an

intersatellite link considered.

Discussion	 of	 potential	 uses	 of	 Ka-band	 satellites

normally places great emphasis on the channel avail-

ahility problem due to weather related attenuation
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increases.	 Methods to resolve this problem require

considerable investment in additional hardware, loss

of system capacity, and	 complex control procedures.

Without any attempt to minimize the importance of the

availability problem at Ka-band, it must be realized

that in normal use a Ka-band facility will represent

only a part of any entity's total communication capa-

bility.	 lypicaily a r.ar; ier using a Ka-band trunking

network will have other trunking facilities as well,

be they terrestrial, C-band, or Ku-band, interconnec-

ted into a single communication network.	 Similarily,

a company served by a network of CPS stations opera-

ting at Ka-band will	 also have available alternate

communication facilities for voice and low to medium

speed data via the standard telephone network (message

telephone system or MTS). 	 Such alternate routing

capabilities for both carrier and private networks are

routinely used today in all terrestrial systems.

Examining the Ka-band availability from the standpoint

of the uuse.r, loss of the Ka-band faci 1 ity represents a

loss of capacity, not a total interruption of commun-

ication.	 (This is not always true for wide band fa-

cilities, but most of these are not used for real-time

traffic or represent lower priority "real-time" ser-

vices which can be delayed if necessary.)

Thus the user is faced with either a loss of through-

put or increase in blocking probability during a Ka-

3



band outage, or is forcNd to use higher cost channels

((t.q. MTS), or both.	 The net result is an increase in

cost per unit of traffic. 	 Thus, while the effects of

Ka-band outages will certainly be a factor in a deci-

sion to implement a Ka-band network, they should not

be the overriding factor in determining suitability of

Ka-band transmission systems for given services.

A more detailed summary of the report is given below.

The sections are keyed to the main sections of the

report.

7.0	 MARKET ASSESSMENT

The three major traffic categories identified in the

previous studies--data, voice, and video--were further

oroken down on the basis of characteristics affected

by Ka-band satellite performance limitations. 	 These

are primarily availability and lack of global (CONUS)

beam coverage.	 In	 later sections of	 this report,

designs for trunk ing and CPS earth stations are shown

which	 will	 yield	 availabilities	 of	 .9999	 and	 ,.999,

respectively,	 over	 the entire continental United

States	 (CONUS).	 The	 lack of	 full	 CONUS coverage

beams can be circumvented by using simultaneous or

sequential transmission on many spot beams. 	 Thus it

will be possible to install purely Ka band transmis-

sion networks to satisfy any reasonable system re-

quirements.	 There are, of course, cost	 penalties

involved	 in	 these	 ^;o10-ion ,,	 i ii(i	 practical	 Ka-band
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networks may not, in fact, achieve these availabili -

ties or provide CONUS coverage. 	 Notwithstanding these

problems we feel that even with significantly lower

availabilities than those quoted above, only truly

real-time data (e.g.	 airline reservation systems or

credit verification) and Network or CATV broadcast

video are ccmpletely unsuitable for Ka-band services.

As noted in the introduction, other services which at

first might seem unsuitable actually can effectively

use the Ka band when consideration is given to the

other communication facilities available to the user.

Thus	 with overall	 service quality generated	 by a

combination of Ka-band and other facilities, suitably

priced Ka-band links can be attractive in almost any

network.

The analysis of existing and announced satellite car-

riers has identified three types of carriers: 	 public

carriers carrying primarily switched voice and data

between	 t r u n k i n g	 terminals	 (AT&T,	 GTr);	 private

carriers	 using	 primarily	 CPS	 terminals	 (e.g.	 SBS,

SPCC, etc.) to carry voice and data directly between

customer locations; and combination carriers (e.g. WU

and RCA) which provide both trunking and CPS service.

The projected traffic for each of these carriers in
the year 2000 has been estimated at 900 GBPS for the

public carriers as a group, 200 GBPS for each of two

CPS carriers, and 300 GRPS for each of two combination

5
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carriers.	 Based	 on	 these estimates,	 practical

limitations on spacecraft capacity, and a balance of

initial system casts and long tern capacity needs, we

estimate that the initial satellite for each type of

carrier would have a capacity of 10 GsPS for a public

carrier, 2.5 CEPS for a CPS carrier, and 4 GBPS of

trunkinq and 7 GRPS of CPS for a combination carrier.

1.	 Ni'TWORK CONNECTIVITY

the connectivity problems of the three types of

carriers have been analyzed in terms of the require-

ments of the traff is they carry. 	 A public carrier can

use Ka-band facilities to supplement existing lower

frequency band facilities, using its existing terrc-

trial network to concentrate traffic to high capacity

trunking stations.	 It can also use Ka-band to direct-

ly connect high traffic points	 (e.g.	 downtown city

locations), bypassing higher levels in the switching

hierarchy.	 A public carrier would normally require a

satellite	 providing	 service	 to	 points	 distributed

throughout	 CONUS.	 This	 will	 require	 either	 a

centrally	 located	 satellite	 or	 multiple	 satellites

with direct	 links between them.	 A public carrier

normally plans its network in advance to integrate all

its transmission facilities and can therefore use a

predetermined satellite configuration.

A CPS type private carrier is organized to provide

corporate-	 or organization-wide networks which	 are

6
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normally isolat p d from each other.	 These networks are

constantly changing as a result of customer actions,

both on a long term basis, ar=e+ lynamica 1 ly as customer

activity varies can a dal I  or hourly basis. 	 In many
cases some of the user locations will he located In

remote areas.	 Thus a satellite for this type of car-

rier must have the capability of being reconfigured at

high and low rates, and must be capable of reaching

any portion of CONUS.	 (Indeed it is precisely the

capab i lity of providing	 a wide	 range of	 broadband

services	 to remote locations that makes a satellite

system attractive.)

Combination carriers require both heavy traffic trunk-

ing capability and CPS capability.	 They must there-

fore have all the features identified above.

For all types of carriers the economy of providing

CONUS coverage with a single satellite that is, conse-

quently, limited to a small portion of the orbital arc

►nust be balanced against possible improvements in per-

formance obtainable from suitably interconnected sat-

el 0tes with smaller coverage. 	 The problem of orbital

arc saturation remains to be addressed.

4.	 PROPAGATION CONSIDERATIONS

Previous studies of 20/30 GHz propagation have identi-

fied seven rain rate climate zones for CONUS.	 The

rainfall statistics in these regions were used to de-

•	 f inr system power margins needed rn each of the re-
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g ion i	 for	 various	 I eve Is	 of	 avai Iahi I rt ,y	 in 1	 f1)r	 a

wHli -located sate IIit y .	 Aasod on maintaining a rea -

^nna1)1e rrlevation angle over- CONUS, the optimum sateI -

r r i g, 11)c ition a. a% determined to be 97'W longitude with

a	 +7'	 range	 allowing reasonable operation. 	 An exam-

ination of experimental results of earth station space

diversity separation	 vs.	 expected diversity gain

shuwod that 8- 10 kin separat ion would be cuff i Jent to

yield considerable system improvements.

r^.	 TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

Tlie propagation analysis of	 section	 IV was used to

derive performance requirements for an operating 1ink.

The various methods avai tab le to increase system mar-

gin considered were;

1. Increased Power

2. Increased Antenna Size

3. Forward Error Control

4. Reduced Rate Transmission

5. Space Diversity

For trunkinq Stations for whi(,h a .9999 availability

iv required,	 no	 combination	 of approaches	 1-4 will

provide satisfactory service.	 On the other hand, if

space diversity is used, a small amount of adaptive

power control	 (4.9 dB up - 1 ink and 8.75 dB down]ink)

and 5 meter antennas are	 ,uf f i c i ent to p r ovide the

avai labi 1 ity needed ( if diversity gain is obtained on

a d5 for dR h a s i s for single site fades yreator than

iS d8, which requires verification).

8



For CPS stations, except in rain zone E (southeast •n

CONU'S) , with 32 MBPS up l inks and 256 MBS down  inks,

the use of adaptive power control (7.5 du) and forward

error	 correction	 is	 sufficient	 to obtain	 .999
	

i

availability.	 Jo r,ilo zone E it would be necessary to

go to lower burst rate':, increased antenna size, 	 and

more uplink power.

A consideration	 ,t	 synchronization techniques has

determined that the preferred approach would be an 	
i

open-loop one in which slant range calculations are

made by the master control	 station and appropriate

delay instructions sent to each trunking or CPS sta -

tion.	 This will minimize equipment both in the space-

craft and ground stations, as compared to closed loop 	 d

approaches in which each station determines its own

de 1 ay.

An investigation of cross-polarization separation-loss 	
7
f

problems	 indicates	 that	 rain-induced	 depolarization

should not affect system performance since the rain
3

induced attenuation will make the signal unusable

first.	 There may be some problems with antenna design	
i

for cross-polarization (especially in the spacecraft,

which has a wide range of beam pointing angles), since

maintaining	 off-axis	 cross-polarization	 isolation	 is

harder than obtaining on-axis isolation.

6.	 FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATIONS

The	 functional	 specifications	 for	 an	 operational

9
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Wo o, tern Union class cArrier 20130 GHz satellite system

h ave I)een det erin' ned .	 A requ i rement for 4 GBPS trunk -

irill	 11111	 )	 G 1 1 ';	 CI r ';	 5r s rvicr ,	waw	 assufited.	 Fot ,	trunki ► i(I,

I he, hac;to crr,t t car, rie -, 18 f i x e d .3' beans operating at:

900 MBPS each 	 These are interconnected by a fully-

c.onnected	 I  switch.	 Three cc,rrier frequencies arc=

reused s i x t i mes each .

CPS service uses an additional set cif six transpon-

ders, each equipped with dual TWT's for the downlink

to provide two independent 256 MBPS signals at full

power.	 The uplinks will use multiple 32 and 128 MBPS

channels.	 A Baseband Processing Unit will be used to

provide full interconnectivity between all CPS users.

7.	 EXPERIMENTAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

Recommendations for an experimental system to provide

verification of the propagation analysis and a test of

she solutions to the hardware problems and to provide

a market trial vehicle are given.	 The proposed system

would have a 500 MBPS SS-TDMA, a 274 MBPS FDM and an

Nl*,)C analog video (36 MHz BW) capability in the trunk-

inci ittode.	 Seven beams covering all rain zones would

be available, with one steerable to f,,easure frequency

reuse problems.	 An on-board TDMA switch would be used

for interconnection of the beams, with additional FDM

switching between some beam pairs. 	 Dual power (10/75

watt) transponders are required.

Antenna size would be 5 meters for trunking earth

to



stations and 1.5 meters for CPS earth stations (except

5 meters	 in rain zone E ) .	 Uplink power	 r,ould be

150/450 watts. FCC encoders and decoders (R = 1/2, K•7)

would he required in the spacecraft and ground sta-

tions for CPS service. A master control station would

be required, and full monitoring capabilities should

be installed in both the spacecraft and ground sta-

tions.

f1.	 ADDITIONAL STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS

Areas for further study identified are:

a) Rain zone E alternative (ipp roaches -

Ka-band	 special	 design	 vs.	 cross-band

operation.

b) CPS mix between semi-permanent and demand

assigned channels.

c) TDMA Synchronization approaches.

d) Scanning bean vs. Fixed Contiguous beams

for CPS.

9.	 INTERSATELLITE LINKS

Intersatellite links can be used to provide connec-

tions between services (e.g. domestic and internation-

al) to reduce the multihop delay. They can also be

used to interconnect other band (C or Ku) satellites

to a Ka band satellite.	 A third application would be

to extend the orbital arc available to Ka band by

usinq two interconnected satellites for CONUS cover-



Vunc:ti or) aI	 requirements	 for	 the	 intersatellite	 link

or (I given.	 Frum d system standpoint it appears as

additional ports on the spacecraft switch and Baseband

Processing Unit (BPU).

12
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CANDIDATE SERVICES, MARKET DEMAND, AND

TRANSMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

	

1.0	 STgTEMENT_OF THE PROBLEM,

The requirements of this subtask are to develop a

detailed list of cardidate .,e! , vices and the foll-)wing

data for each:

Performance requirements

Availability

Transmission characteristics

Connectivity requirements

Characterization into Trunking/CPS systems

Net accessible satellite market for each -

forecasted for the years 1990 and 2000.

	

2.0	 INTRODUCTION

To determine whether or not the services identified

are viable candidates for	 30/20 GH	 communication

systems, key technical and operational data are estab-

lished for each as it relates to Ka band operation

(e.g., quality and availability). 	 The data is evalu-

ated relative to technical and propagation	 parameters

derived in section 4, as well as operational con-

straints of a 30/20 GHz communication system, to iden-

tify those services that are viable 30/20 GHz candi-

dates and those that are more appropriately suited to

"C" or "Ku" band systems.

13



3.0

Previous studies developed forecasts for voice, data,

and video service categories.	 The accessible traffic

identified	 in	 these	 studies	 together with	 some

additional traffic identified in the current study has

been used to identify the net accessible trunking and

Customer	 Premise	 Station	 (CPS)	 market	 size and

expected carrier market shares. (Note that a typical

CPS user is one with a large transmission capacity

requirement located far enough from a trunk ing station

to make it economically preferable to install 	 a

separate earth station.)

METHODOLOGY

The list of candidate services have been developed

using the following sources:

18/30 GHz Fixed Communication System.

Service Demand Assessment (WU)

30/20 GHz Fixed Communication System.

Service Demand Assessment (ITT)

30/20 GHz Net Accessible Market Assessment

(WU).

Consultation with the Authors of the above.

Existing and planned WU services and other

common carrier services as understood by WU

business planners.

Consultation with product line organizations

within Western Union.

Informal Discussions Nith representatives from

other common carriers.

14
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The reports prepared by Western Union were the result

of an exhaustive market research effort that 'ed to

the identification of thirty one services that are

candidate market applications. The net traffic

addressable by satellite systems operating within each

of the three satellite frequency bands was then

identified.	 Subsequent effort further developed the

accessible demand based on economic justification of

facilities	 implementation by specialized and public

common carriers.	 These reports form the basis for the

present effort along with identification of several

additional specialized market areas. 	 The resulting

accessible market demand was then categorized with

respect to: A) common carriers emphasizing different

market thrusts; and B) suitability for CPS or trunking

requirements.

Technical and operational requirements for each of the

candidate services were identified for subsequent

comparison to Ka-band system technical and operational

characteristics.

4.0	 CANDIDATE SATELLITE SERVICES

The thirty one market applications can be segregated

into three basic service categories: 	 Data, voice and

video.	 There	 are 21	 applications within the data

category and 5 applications in each of the voice and

video categories.



4.1	 DATA TRAFFIC

Data traffic may be divided according to its need for

i imloiiai.y,	 i.e.,	 real	 time,	 packet,	 and	 store-and-

forward categories.	 Real -time	 includes	 the switched

and dedicated	 traffic, often broadband, where

continuous high quality transmission is expected, such

as interactive computer service. 	 Although exhibiting

real-time characteristics, packet separates users from

the medium by nodal intelligence which can:

(A) Absorb short outages with nodal storage

of incoming data;

(B) Seek alternate routes for longer outages;

and

(C) Defer data transmission when circuits are

overloaded due to outage of some of all

interconnecting facilities.

Deferred data transmission refers primarily to store-

and-forward operation, such as electronic mail, remote

job entry, and mailgram/telegram service,

4.1.1	 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICE

Satellite services for data transmission will general-

ly require both direct delivery at the customer's

premises (CPS), and routing via major trunking sta-

tions through local distribution facilities because:

(A) Customers with CPS stations may need to com-

municate with customers without CPS termin-

als.

16
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(B) Operation at much less than the basic 64

KBPS rate through a CPS terminal may be un-

economic (even where CPS terminals exist)

compared with a trunking connection.

Those applications requiring distribution among a wide

community of users (e.g., switched network data trans-

mission) will predominantly be handled on a trunking

basis because many of these users wi l l not be equipped

with CPS terminals. Interconnect to CPS usern may be

provided at major trunking terminals or within the

satellite; some considerations for each approach are

discussed in Section III. Interconnection with users

on trunking systems will be via local terrestrial

switching and local	 loop distribution. Some appli-

cations would additionally benefit from interconnec-

tion with Terrestrial or C/Ku band links. Data appli-

cations frequently include multi-point (e.g., as in

polling)	 as	 well as point-to-point transmissions.

Facilities for both types of operation are required.

4.1.2 PERFORMANCE REQU?REMENTS FOR DATA

Data transmission as defined at the user interface is

characterized by the rate, delay, quality of perform-

ance and availability of the service. 	 Data rates

range from slow asychronous through 1.544 MB/S for

deferred traffic.	 Real-time traffic is typically at

300 bps to 1200 bps asynchronous at the lower end and

ranges from 2.4 kbps to 1,544 MB/S for higher speed

17
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links, some of which will be in support of nodes serv-

snq less than rea)-time (Packet) requirements.

One transmission objective (as proposed by Be) l`s DDS)

for real-time high quality data signals is 99.5% error-

f,ee	 seconds when the circuit	 is	 available.	 In

qeneral delays due to data traffic outages should not

exceed a few seconds for real -time traffic, one minute

for packet traffic and one hour for deferred traffic.

Typical	 availability specifications 	 for high quality

real - time data may also be deduced from DOS service

end to end availability which is specified at 99.96%.

Other data quality specifications have been proposed,

e.g., one part in 10 7 error rate for 99.5% of the time

with further stipulations as to overall error perform-

ance.	 All	 of these result	 in a similar	 intrinsic

quality objective for the end-to-end linkof the order

of one part in 10 7 with some allowance for burstiness

of errors and occasional link down time and/or tempor-

ary outages.

in point of fact, many data users currently employ

analog facilities which offer considerably poorer per-

formance than the above.	 It would seem that their

major considerations are:	 A) the price of the service;

arid; B ) the net throughput of the facility under some

form of ABQ protection (a common feature of most sys-

tems).	 Most	 data	 applications	 are	 in	 fact	 fairly

tolerant of short outages and occasional bursty er-

rors.

r

1
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4.2	 VOICE SERVICES

Voice traffic is conveniently categorized under the

following headings:

t.	 Leased-line business;

2. MTS business (including WATS); and

3. MTS residential.

4.2.1 DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES

Leased-line	 business	 traffic	 encompasses	 point-to-

point service between business locations, usually of

the same organization.	 These services may carry

either permanent or switched connections.	 Another

type of leased line service is a connection into the

MTS system, e.g., FX lines. MTS business and residen-

tial traffic arises from connections to the public

switched telephone network directly.

Leased	 connections	 between business	 locations	 can

often be served by CPS to minimize cost by eliminating

local distribution. All other voice services would

primarily be handled via switches which are best serv-

ed by interconnection via trunking facilities.

4.2.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS FOR VOICE

While it is commonly considered that voice applica-

tions require very high availability (99.99%), the
requirement can often be circumvented in practice.

For example, a portion of circuits forming a trunk

group may be unavailable without causing complete

loss of service and in non-busy hours there might not

19



even be a noticeable effect on blocking probability.

Thus the apparent availability can be 99.99% even if

some of the circuits exhibit much poorer availability.

Switched voice traffic requires distribution to a wide

coirmunity of users. The high degree of connectivity

required is most readily achieved via trunking modes.

It also implies an interface between users with CPS

terminals and those connected to local distribution

facilities	 serving	 a trunking station.	 Corporate

leased line services often in fact do serve as trunks

far private switched systems.	 For this	 case CPS

terminals will find an important role to play.

Studies of the subjective effects of time delays on

speech indicate that the long delays associated with

round-trip satellite links are not a serious problem

for most users.	 However, the long - delayed echo accom-

panying the transmission must be eliminated for serv-

ice to be satisfactory.	 Modern echo cancellers are

expected to solve thizi problem. 	 Analog message chan-

nel objectives are easily met by standard CODEC's used

in the conversion to digital traffic. 	 An error rate

better than one part i^t 10 5 1s generally considered

acceptable for voice signals.

4.3	 BROADCAST TV

Included in this category are Network TV, CATV and

special events broadcasts (sports events, etc.).

20



4A.I. SERVICE OkSCRIPTIONS

The basic requirement of a broadcast TV network is to

transmit signals from a source to a large number of

users (for example, CATV head ends, television sta-

tions or other distribution centers). 	 In addition to

services requiring CONUS coverage, new markets are

emerginq which could require broadcast service of

interest to geographically limited areas. These

include local news coverage and sports events, public

service information, etc., which could be served by a

spot beam capability.

The concept of satellite distribution for these serv-

ice is based upon the elimination of (expensive) ter-

restrial facilities and therefotf,, this	 is an almost

entirely CPS application, especially for down-links.

4.3.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Previous studies have assumed a digital 30-50 MBPS bit

stream for each video signal.	 This requires the use

of compression equipm ,3nt which	 is	 currently quite

costly, especially in view of the need to equip large

number, of receive-only earth stations. 	 Therefore,

broadcast television should preferentially use analog

transmission to minimize the cost of receive 	 termin-

als, unless the cost of the compression equipment can

be reduced significantly.	 Availability requirements

for broadcast TV are normally extremely high.	 How-

ever , for some special purpose networks, a tradeoff

21
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q n a I par, amet ers	 hou Id sat I sf y NTC I standards

network TV,  whereas CATV per f or in an ce may be r e I a

somewhat	 from these standards.	 For network quality

S / N , the NTC I requ I rement Is 53dB while 48dB is ac-

ceptable  for CATV.	 Limited distribution TV would fall

I ri	 between thew 	 I imits .	 Since obvious picture

de( radat ion occurs at 45dB S/N, video links for limi-

ted distribution may he designed without fade margin

by allowing the spread between nominal operations and

obvious degradation to be used instead.

4.4	 SPECIAL PURPOSE VIDEO

This	 consi s ts	 of	 some	 types	 of	 videoconferencinq,

educational	 and health	 services,	 riewsgathering,	 and

ether applications of video where point-to-point

transmission can provide a useful service.

4.4.1	 SERVICE DESCRIPTION

(here	 are	 two	 types	 of	 special	 purpose	 video;

interactive	 and	 one way.	 Inte ractive	 video	 is

represented	 primaril y 	by	 v 
I 
deoc ,oi . f erene 

I 
ng .	 Other

Forms of "interactive video"  requIre a video  r P t, u r r.

channel,  but the request channels use low speed (fat, a .

Most other special purpose video is one way to a

single point, or multipoint.

V i doecon f erent, I nq	 v 
I 
a	

I 
n t racompany	 networks	 ins 	 b

satisfactorily se r ved via CPS stations.	 Howevkr	 ()

4



videoconferencing expands toward frequent use of ad-

hoc conferences botween organizations at least one of

which is not equipped for CPS, access to local distri-

bution via trunking becomes more important. 	 In edu-

cational video or health networks, newsgathering and

other uses of video where geographical flexibility is

important, CPS is the preferred mode of transmission

because access to wideband local distribution facili-

ties is normally not available.

For special purpose video services there is no time

urgency in most cases, so traff is deferral is accep-

table.	 Therefore, availability may not be as impor -

tant as rapid reconfiguration, geographical area se-

lectivity, and low cost.

4.4.2 PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

Special purpose TV can be divided into full motion and

limited	 motion	 applications.	 Educational,	 medical,

newsgathering and full motion videoconferencing re-

quire a channel equivalent to broadcast CATV.

Limited motion videoconferencing would be tr,inimitted

in a digital mode at 1. •6 Mb/s.	 Freeze frar..e video-

conferencing will operate at 56 Kb/s.	 Both of these

can be treated as data traff is but wi 11 tolerate poor-

er error rates--as low as one part in 105.

Because of	 the	 data	 rates	 irvalved,	 freeze frame

videoconferencing has been lumped with data traffic in

11	 the market analysis.
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',.c ► 	 KA-BANU MARKET FORECAST

The characteristics of Ka-band transmission are re-

viewed below and then are used to identify those serv-

ices which are more amenable to Ka-band satellite

transmission.	 Market forecasts for these services are

then derived based upon previous work and potential

services that have been identified since the previous

study was completed.

KA-BAND TRANSMISSION LIMITATIONS

There are three inherent cnaracteristics of Ka-band

which impact an the utility of a Ka-band satellite for

the services described in Section 4:

•	 Limited availability

•	 Limited Beam Coverage

•	 Analog Transponder Penalties

Ka-band services are subject to weather-induced out-

ages, typically of ten minutes duration.	 These can be

countered by diversity operation, power control, and

adaptive forward error control or a combination of

these techniques.	 Diversity operation is generally

only feasible economically for trunking stations and

possibly for broadcast uplinks.	 Power control is of

only partial benefit (approximately 5dB) due to the

limited power increases available and the time requir-

ed to coordinate changes.	 FEC will result in a trade

of available spectrum for more margin.	 Both of these

techniques combined can serve to enhance availability

24
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for CPS stations through increased margin but will

still leave residual outage or partial outage periods.

Therefore, in the market assessment which follows, it

Is assumed that services which cannot tolerate such

outages are not prime candidates for Ka-band satel -

lites.	 As will be described, most services can in

fact tolerate such outages and remain candidates for

Ka-band transmission.

Limited beam coverage results from the fact that

additional power is necessary to transmit at Ka- band

compared to the C/Ku bands.	 Thus seervices requiring

simultaneous CONUS coverage cannot be easily

provided.

Services requiring an analog transponder or partial

transponder are somewhat limited by the less efficient

use of spacecraft transponders for each analog cir-

cuit.	 The number of 36MHz analog transponders which

may be placed ire a particular spacecraft is limited

because of space and power limitations, and will not

use the bandwidth fully.	 However, for multi-ground

station applications, efficient transponder utiliza-

t ion may not be of prime importance so that a case can

be made for analog transmission (or SCPC for that

matter) in a number of cases.

5.2	 SERVICES ADAPTABLE TO Ka-BAND TRANSMISSION

5.2.1	 DATA

Of the three types of data delineated in section 4.1,
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i.e., real - t,me, packet, and deferred traffic, defer-

red traffic is mo r e amenable to Ka-band transmission

than the other two.	 However, there may be users of

somt, "real-time" services who are willing to tolerate

ocrA-,ional	 outages	 if	 the cost of the service	 is

attractive.	 Similarly, packet networks using Ka-band

satellite facilities may be able to cope with occasio-

nal	 outages	 and/or	 reduced capacity by virtue of

intelligence in the nodes which will to some extent

mask these effects from the user. 	 Almost all data is

point-to-point, or point to a defined set of other

points and therefore is not affected by the lack of

simultaneous CONUS coverage.

5.2.2	 VOICE

For a public carrier trunking system carrying a small

percentage of a trunk group on a Ka-band satellite,

only a small penalty (in blocking probability) would

be incurred during an outage, and this only if the

outage coincides with a busy hour.	 Thus, a lower cost

voice channel could be attractive. 	 The same consider-

ations apply to private lines wherever a significant

cross section between two points is provided. The fol -

lowing should be noted with respect to Ka-band voice

circuit unavailabiity for private networks.

A)	 In many corporate networks, serving trunk groups

are undersized for economic reasons so that block-

ing prbabiiity is already high during peak per-

iods.	 lack of facilities arising from inclement

r
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weather would thus only extend such high blocking

periods affecting service in a similar manner to

an unexpected additional load.

8)	 Where	 facilities	 are mixed,	 one	 generally has

recourse to alternate means of transmission. For

example, if intro company tie lines are unavail-

ahlr clue to overload or outages, alternate paths

are normelly available via MTS.	 This results ,in

additional costs during Ka-band outage and it will

be necessary to develop an economic profile to

decide just what the most cost effective com-

bination of facilities would be.	 Under a scenario

in	 which	 Ka-band	 facilities	 offer	 significant

economic advantage these should dictate their use

despite occasional outages.

C) Outaqes for Ka -band will be area limited, so that

an adjacent serving area may be able to communi-

cate.	 Alternate routing via adjacent facilities

coupled by terrestrial facilities could therefore

greatly alleviate local circuit outages.
In view of the above it would seem that voice Ka-band

services whether by CPS or trunking facilities can be

readily sold if the price advantages can be realized.

Voice is almost never broadcast and therefore is not

amenable by spot beam coverage.

0,
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4

h , Y . 3 RROADCAST TV AND CATV

The 1V network and r.ATV distribution markets have limi-

ted ultimate growth capabilities and an already heavy

investment in C-band facilities. 	 In addition, except

possibly for a few marginally profitable CATV services,

Ka band outages are not tolerable for these markets.

Limited beam coverage will also make Ka-band trans -

mission unattractive to users with a nation-wide cover-

aqe requirement.

Limited area networks, one of the new services ident-

ified in this report, would probably tolerate short

outages if the overall service cost were low enough.

The limited beam coverage at Ka-band is an advantage

in this	 case,	 allowing extensive frequency re-use.

Broadcast TV normally favors the use of analog trans-

mission to minimize the cost of TV receiving equip-

ment.	 Therefore, due to the analog transponder limita-

tions, effective satellite costs may increase for this

type of service offering.

5.7.4	 SPECIAL PURPOSE "IOEO

These services would tolerate outages if the cost is

sufficiently attractive.

The small coverage afforded by spot beams is of no

consequence, since these are basically two point ser-

vices.	 Full bandwidth video would be easier to handle

U11 an analog basis.	 Low bandwidth video is almost

always digital.
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S-3	 MARKET FORECASTS

5.3.1	 BASIS FOR MARKET FORECASTS

The IA/30 GNz (remand Assessment effort developed base-

line total market forecast for the data, voice, and

video service categories. 	 The baseline forecasts were

modifice d	 in successive processing steps to develop

impactod baseline, net long haul traffic, addressable

and accessible satellite market forecasts. During the

currenC study, certain additional services were ident-

ified as viable candidates for Ka-band satellite sys-

tems. Traffic was estimated for these new services to

obtain a total market forecast. The revised market

forecasts will be described in terms of two typical

carrier traffic scenarios:	 public carrier and spe-

cialized common carriers.	 The public carriers cur -

rently address the voice MTS market priinariIy while

specialized common carriers currently address all

major market areas including private line voice, video

and data.

5.3.2	 NEW SERVICES IDENTIFIED

The new services (all in the video area)are:

Video Data Retrieval

Limited Area TV Distribution

TV Newsgathering

A video data retrieval service has been identified in

which video data banks containing current information

of primary importance to various industry,	 institu -

tio;nal, and government groups, can be accessed by an
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authorized user.	 Typical examples would be rare med-

ical procedures for doctors, new analysis procedures

for chemists, and repair procedures for complicated

electronic or	 mechanical equipment.	 The transmission

would he on a simplex basis from the data base to the

user.	 Communication for inquiry can be accomplished

via either a telephone or a low or medium speed data

channel.

Limited area TV distribution would be used for broad-

casting local sport or public affairs events to an

area lying within a spot beam region.

Temporary video uplinks for newsgathering and similar

purposes can be established in the Ka-band without the

coordination problems encountered at C band which

would very helpful	 in rapid establishment of such

uplinks.	 This is a point-to-point TV service.

5.3.2.1	 MARKET CONTRIBUTIONS FROM NEW SERVICES

Video data retrieval will compete with direct distri-

bution of video information via tape cartridges and

video discs.	 The market potential is thus hard to

quantify.	 As a first attempt, a requirement for six

channels has been assumed.

Limited area TV distribution	 is a potential mark-et

whose growth is likely to be highly cost sensitive.

The use of satellite capacity installed primarily for

other services will thus be very attractive. 	 For

these reasons the number of additional transponders

30
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estimated to be ri	 ded for this service has been es-

1, 1111ated	 •j i	 1 t' p .

T+- tit 1r( ► rar y vi(It , o	 till link , ,	 would be o,e(I tor, 	t r'an^,mission

f ront	 Im,otIOn r,	 where	 permanent	 facilities	 we ►- e	 un-

av ai1ab1e.	 Consi(Ierin(I the number of users of	 such

service~ and the number of simultaneous events requir -

inq such facilities,	 i roquirement for ten sate iiite

channels would seem to be a good estimate.

<<11 these service, would use spat beams to CPS type

earth st at ions.

5 . 3 . 3	 PUBLIC CARRIER

Public carriers currently address the voice MTS market

primarily	 and	 also	 a	 portion of tine data between

different.	 busines,	 establ khments.	 These	 carriers

1)rcisent, I y operate ex  l u s i v  l y in a trunk i n 	 mode .

Services pr • uviLied by the public carriers, e.g., AT&T

and GTE,, are heavily influenced by the large invest -

nrent they have in terrestrial plant.	 Therefore, Ka-

band trunkinq by public carriers would be backed up by

terrestrial	 facilities,	 resulting	 in	 an	 acceptable

level of availability.	 Business and residential voice

services are therefore prime tartlets for- transmission

over ' Ka - hand trunks that have been integrated with

alternate	 routing	 facilities	 (or	 that	 are provided

using space diversity terminaIs).

Based upon present. thinking, it is unlikely that pub-

lic	 carriers would	 get	 significantly	 involved	 with
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('PS.	 This is riot only from a technical point of view,

taut. he(ause they own the existing local distribution

1)lant.

Newer services such as wideband 1.5-6.0 Mb/s videocon-

ferencing could be captured by public carriers using

Ka - hand s a t e I i ices in the trunking mode since the pub-

I ic, carriers are expected to have extensive wideband

I  fi I distribution within this time frame.	 Narrowband

videoconferencing	 (56	 k81ts/s	 and under)	 will	 also

readily be carried on local distribution networks.	 It

is expected that, in the long term, videoconferencing

would benef it. tr, oin the trunking mode which permits on-

demand videoconferencing between unrelated organiza-

tions.

5.3.4	 SPECIALIZED COMMON CARRIER

Specialized	 common	 carriers	 currently	 address	 all

ivi,ijor market areas inc l,idinq private Iine voice, video

and d(Ata,	 nL)SP ite	 initial	 system designs directed

toward	 voices	 transmission,	 the	 dominant	 satellite

service husi ties s of the specialized carriers is	 video

and program distribution services where the point to

multipoint transmission capabilities of existing sat-

ellites	 are most	 effe' r tively realized.	 However,	 a

strong interest in the business and government voice

and data marker. has h P o n maintained and the projec -

t,ions for growth of this type of traffic will assure
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that this markot will do 
III 
indte in the time frame of

intert- st for K i - band satvl l ite ,,.	 Although the de(treo

of	 flexibiIity in rout)nq enjoyed by pubs it carriers

with respect, to voice and data wi11 not be as great

for the specialized carriers,	 it will be possibIo to

in t i(late tho effects of out.atles in much the same man-
ner	 (e. q .,	 through a Unix of transmission media and

adairt iv ► ty)	 anti by u,e of	 the publ is networks as an

dIt1)rnat( I	transu7ission medium.	 Since much	 business

voice
	

t r a f f is	 is	 in	 fact	 used	 for	 t  inks	 between

PARX's or tandem switches, outages will have the same

offect as increased traffic loads.	 Under conditions

of	 a	 properly	 designed	 system,	 the	 specialized

carriers Should thus be carryin g appreciable amounts

1
of voice traffic on Ka - band satellites. 	 Specialized

carriers w  11 use both the trunking anti CPS irrodes in

support of voice and data traffic.

The prev ions ly comp let ed 18130 Accessable Market Study

tabu I a t e d primary dnd socondary areas of interrest for

pot tint i a i spe(.. i a 1 i zed common carriers. 	 Rased on this,

ono class of common carrior has been postulated as

represented by either RCA, or Western union with Amer-

ican	 Sate  I ite	 who	 has	 lonq term arran(Iemer.ts	 for,

joint List' of the sat.c, llit.	 Another class, emphasiz-

inq different market areas, would be a SRS or XTCN

type of' carr i er .
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5.30 MARKrr SHARt ANALYSIS

RaNed u p on the tur"go inq, the y a y sumpt iron is that there

w  l l he throe types of i arr ► ers providing ha-hand sat -

I- IIrto	 tirrvI(	 Rnbii 	 carrier ,,,	 Western	 Onion /RC A-

t ypv spec i a I i ivd common Carr iers and the SITS/XTE:N-type

5irV( ia!I1Vd COMMOn carriers,	 Examination eA	 the WU

lq /30 GHz (remand Assessment Wort and gather sourkv ; ,

sIr ►:h as the SRS f i i inq in support of its app 1 icat ion

f or sate I I i tee ser y ice, provided the bas i s for III k i n q
they assessment of probable carrier market share in the

y ear ?non as shown in Tah lei 5 . 3 3- 1 .

As n o t o d in Section 5.3.3 it has been assumed that no

CC'S service will be oftered by a public Carrier. 	 It

has also heen assumed that SBS/XTEN-type carriers wi 11

next	 offer	 trunking	 service.	 In	 addition,	 based on

current market trends, it is expected that full band -

width videao will he provided only by an RCA/Western

Union-type carrier,

(As noted previously, slow motion videoconferencing is

considered as hexing a data service). 	 The CPS/trunking

split for other service, was obtained by comparing the

SRS traffic predictions with the WU 30/20 G H z Acces -

Nihle Market study.	 The trunkinq split between public

and special Ized rdrriers is based upon current market

trends.	 For example, public carriers handle more low

speed than high speed data. 	 n i v 1 s i o n of traffic be-

tween carriers in the same category e.q, , SBS/XTEN was

assumed 50/50.
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the sor y ice split between types of s p ecialized car-

14!rti,	 i,e., Western Union/RCA vs. SRS/XTE:N is based

upon the primary/secondary market determination made

in the 30120 GHz Acsessible Market study. 	 Sixty per-

cent of the traffic was assigned to primary carriers

with the remainder assigned to the secondary carriers.

The number of transponders for satellite carriers were

calculated from total traffic estimates obtained from

the 30120 GHz Net Accessible Market Study, the SRS

satellite filing, and new services identified in Sec.

4.	 Dividing this traffic among the various carriers

using Table	 5.3.5-1	 resulted	 in Table 5.3.5-2.	 The

calculations assumed an equivalent transponder provi-

ding 50 Mb/s for voice or data r.r	 one full-motion

video channel.	 (Note that splitting the analog trans-

ponders among the satellites results in about six ana-

log transponders/satellite, which appears practical.)

Conversion of transponder capacity to number of satel-

lites involves both technical and economic problems.

At the	 technical	 end, while total capacity for a

trunking satellite	 is	 relatively easy to	 determine

from the Hughes and TRW Phase I reports, the reduction

in capacity due to the introduction of CPS is much

less clear.	 It will depend on the method of operation

(TDMA or FUMA), the manner in which spot beams are

interconnected, etc.

From an economic standpoint it is quite likely that
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when service is first established the traffic require-

ments will be much less than those projected here. 	 It

may well be that under such circumstances a lower than

possible capacity satellite will prove to be optimum,

especially if the savings in space and weight of the

co ►rmunicat ions system can be used to extend the useful

'I i f e of the spacecraft, modify the performance to

reduce earth station costs, or similarly improve over

all	 system performance,	 as well	 as	 reduce	 initial

costs.	 Additionally, because of the range of varia-

tion possible in synchronization techniques, beam scan

patterns, channel assignment algorithms, etc., 	 it is

unlikely that a single sate] Iite could serve the needs

of more than one carrier.	 This also favors the use of

lower capacity satellites since the available customer

base will thus be fragmented.

The above considerations will be least applicable to a

publ is carrier,	 :,,,a,tx e a trunking system permits the

use of a much ; i!n,; lar satel 1 i te, and since a publ iL

carrier	 is	 ir, a better position t ,̂  switch	 a	 large

amount of traffic to Ka - band at one time. 	 We have

therefore assumed a 10 GBPS capacity for a public

carrier satellite.	 On the other hand, the size of a

SBS/XTEN type satellite will be heavily influenced by

the above considerations, and we consid g r 2.5 GBPS a

reasonable size for the initial satellites and 5 GBPS

for later models.
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U/RCA type satellites would be sized at an interme-

diate level, for example 4 GBPS for trunking and 2

GBPS for CPS, on the initial satellite, with a heavier

emphasis on CPS	 in	 subsequent satellites	 (i.e.	 3.5

GBPS for trunking and 5.5 GBPS for CPS).

An examination of Table 5.3.5-2 shows that the three

type ,, of satellites may be distinguished not only by

the types of service offered but by configuration--all

trunking, a I I CPS, or combined trunking/CPS.	 It is

clear	 that	 enough	 traffic	 has	 been	 identified	 to

justify market entry by each of the assumed carriers,

even if the aggregate traffic demand were to fall

considerably short of the projected levels.
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III

NETWORK CONSIDERATIONS

I , 0	 ')[AILMENT OF PROBLEM

x
her	 develop	 typical	 network	 topologies,	 traffic	 mix,

loading	 and	 connectivity far	 a	 trunking/CPS	 carrier

such as Western Union.

2.0	 INTRODUCTION

Two basic types of network are examined, i.e., public
I

and specialized carrier. The public network, exempli -

!	 fied by the Bell system, will offer Ka band satellite

services as an adjunct to its terrestrial network, using

I
the additional capacity provided by the Ka band system

to augment existing terrestrial facilities. 	 In a spe-

cialized carrier network, typical of the type operated

by Western Union,	 limited terrestrial distribution	 is

available for use with the Ka band satellite system.

Connectivity requirements will be described below for

each service category expected to be offered by West-

ern Union using Ka band satellite transmission in terms

of traffic and performance requirements, service mode

(CPS or trunking),	 and the necessary service availa-

bility.	 Aspects of connectivity explored are the number

of satellites and transponders per satellite, the number

of spot beams, the probable geographical distribution of

service and the need for interconnection with terres-

trial and other satellite systems.	 The impact of advan-

ced satellite technology (e.g. multibeam and multiple

40
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satellite systems) on the achievement of connectivity

requirements is discussed.

Satellite capacity and distribution requirements for

typical Western Union Network topologies are describ-

ed.	 These topologies are related to the growth of

specialized carrier traffic, starting from an initial

minimum fedsible satellite network to a maximum one

predicted for the year 2000. 	 This analysis predicts

that the cumulative portion of this market ranges from

30 to 84 percent of the net addressable satellite

market, depending on the number of SMSA's addressed.

3.0	 METHODOLOGY

The typical network topologies described are based

upon information from the following previous studies:

- 18/30 GHz Fixed Communication System

Service Demand Assessment (W.U.).

- 30/20 GHz Net Accessible Market Assessment

(W.U.).

- Propagation Effects Handbook for Satellite

Systems Design (NASA).

They are based upon a detailed market research effort

that led to the identification of thirty one services

that are candidate satellite markets, augmented by the

following three additional market areas:

Video Data Retrieval

- Limited Area TV Distribution

- TV Newsgat.herinq
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Each candidate service was examined in turn, and the

connectivity requirements expected to satisfy most

users of that service is described below:

4.0	 ANALYSIS

4.1	 TYPICAL NETWORKS FOR PROVIDING Ka-BAND SERVICE

Two types of networks may be visualized for providing

Ka-hand service.	 These two types of network may be

conveniently categorized	 as	 either	 public	 or	 spe-

cialized, each of which is described in relationship

to its application as a Ka-band network.

4.1.1	 PUBLIC NETWORK

This refers to a network approach likely to be imple-

mented by a dominant carrier such as AT&T which has a

very extensive existing terrestrial network. 	 The Ka-

band satellite services would be ul fered as an adjunct

to their terrestrial	 network,	 using	 the additional

capacity provided by the Ka-band system to augment

existing terrestrial facilities. 	 A public network of

this type is likely to consist of a limited number of

high volume earth station locations, each serving a

large geographical	 area.	 Each earth station would

serve a region containing a number of large, medium

and small size cities, or one or more SMSAs (Standard

Metropolitan Statistical Areas).
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SP^ CIALIZEO NETWORKS

4.1.'A 1RUNKING NETWORK

These networks have more limited terrestrial distri -

bution systems, primarily used for 	 interconnecting

with the Ka-band satellite system.	 In this type of

network a number of earth stations are strategically

'located closed to the major .areas of market demand.
4

As before, each earth station location serves a cen-

tral SMSA, with terrestrial extension to other SMSAs.

Terrestrial extensions are used to assemble enough

Y	 traffic to provide a viable network, but for economic

reasons are generally limited to a radius of about 50

miles from the earth station.	 Earth stations may be

—	 small, medium, or large, depending upon the type and

i
quantity of projected traffic. 	 A network of this type

is appropriate to the Western Union environment.

4.1,.28 CPS NETWORKS

Two possible CPS network configurations are visual - :.

—	 ized, as i l lustrated in Fiq^,re 4.1.2-1:

(a) intra-organization CPS links; and

(b) CPS links subleased by other carriers.

In the intra-organization type of communication net- 	 1

work,	 illustrated in Figure III- 1A, 	 large companies

and government organizations lease capacity from a
3

satellite	 common	 carrier	 (e.g.,	 Western	 Union)	 to

interconnect geographically widely dispersed offices 	 k'

having high traffic volume requirements.	 Each office
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ORGANIZATION LOW
Al. 2,..: 8192...

7 W.U.
SATELl

(a) INIRAOKGANIZATION CPS LINKS

•

UTHER CARRIER CPS LOCATIONS:
Al. 2....; 61.2....;C1.1.... 	 1 C2

B2

Al	 B1	 C1

• • •	 • @	 • • f

(b) CPS LINKS SUBLEASED BY OTHER CARRIERS

FIGURE III - 1 POSSIBLE CPS CONFIGURATIONS
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7.

has associated with it a separate ground station for

communication to the satellite, which links the ground

stations.	 Interconnection between the CPS network and

other networks is performed at the ground stations.

Sublease by a satellite common carrier (e.g., Western

Union) to other specialized carriers (e.g., Tymnet)

for satellite capacity sharing to its customers is

shown in Figure III-18.	 In this case the CPS ground

stations act to concentrate traffic from a number of

users at each ground station, which are interlinked

via satellite.	 While the carriers A, B & C are pro-

viding a trunking service, Western Union is supplying

dedicated CPS service to the second tier carriers.

4.1.3 GEOGRAPHIC TRAFFIC PATTERNS

The installation of a trunking Ka-band satellite sys-

tem by a carrier is based upon an estimate that this

system will augment its existing trunking network in a

cost effective manner.	 In the case of a public car-

rier, the satellite system relieves a portion of any

traffic peaks which would tend to overload the exist-

ing terrestrial network, or it. may be used to provide

new services not conveniently handled by the terres-

trial network in a cost effective manner (e.g., video-

conferencing).	 A specialized carrier might use a Ka-

band trunking system to provide service capacity not

currently available with its existing limited network.

Therefore, a geographic study of traffic patterns and
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the	 interconnectivity	 requirements	 of	 services	 are

important considerations	 in determining where earth

stations should be located and how they should be

interconnected.	 An estimate of geographic 	 patterns

may be obtained from a Western Union study, 4 used to

obtain a service demand assessment.

In the studies, traffic volume was estimated by ser-

vice category as a function of city size, based upon

275 SMSA's grouped into five population categories.

Each population category was	 assigned to	 a mini -

mum/maximum range that produced five population group-

ings (quintiles), each with approximately 20% of the

total SMSA population (157.3 million). 	 The percentage

proportions of the market demand for voice and data

traffic by SMSA were determined and assigned to the

appropriate population quintile, using weighting fac-

tors to indicate the relative importance of market

demand per unit population within each SMSA.	 The

distribution of voice and data traffic volume by popu-

lation quintile, developed in this manner, is presen-

ted in Figure III-2.	 A video service category is not

included since a substantial portio; of video traffic

is	 broadcast	 in	 nature,	 originating	 in	 a	 limited

number of cities and received throughout the CONUS.

This is consistent with Section II - 5.fi.3, where it

was	 conciuded that this service category is not

sOtahl y tnr K,i-hand since thr TV nrt.w r,rk and CAIV
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distibution markets already have heavy investment in

C-band facilities	 and Ka-band does not provide the

r  i i ab 1 1 i t 	 r u q u i red for t  i s s e r v i c  .

Not 	 that the top 15 SMSAs, having populations ranging

from	 1.5	 to	 4+	 ini11i or) ,	 have a predicted demand of

4 9 . 4 it, of the total	 voice traffic and 413.4% of 	 the

total data service for 1990.

Analysis of the economics of operating a cominunica -

tions network in the 11.S. indicates that about 30% of

the accessible market represents the minimum viable

market that a satellite network must serve to attract

a sufficient number of customers and subsequent traf -

fic load to its network.	 Based upon the rMSA popu-

lation distribution, this coverage wiii be achieved by

addres.fing	 the population centers 	 illustrated	 in

Figure 111	 3.	 Therefore, this minimum network will

serve as a basis for estimating the traffic require-

ments for estihlishing a specialized carrier Ka-band

network.

For accurate prediction of the geographic location of

CPS networks, a study is required to determine the

geographic distribution of	 the high volume	 traffic

centers for large industrial and government organiza-

tions.	 An estimate of the total CAS networking market

size may be obtained by exainining the users of long

haul traffic.	 A determination of the major segment of

the user population for large organizations was part
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of the service demand assessment study. 	 A quintile

distribution of u%er population in each user category

by traffic volume was obtained from the Fortune Rouble

500/50 dir(-ctury, a federal government department and

agency list, and a list of major city /local govern-

ments, institutions of higher learning, and major hos.

	

pital%.	 The conclusions of this study are;

1. Ahuut 1,000 (less than .05% of the over 3

million business firms) represent 60% of this

category's total transmission expenditures

with an average annual transmission expendi-

ture of $4.6 million.

2. Only 19 federal departments (of the total

of 84 departments and agencies), each spen-

ding $12.0 million per year or more on tele-

coimnunications service, make up 80% of the

federal governments 	 total transmission ex-

penditure.

3. All state governments, except for Wyoming,

and the IS largest city governments spend

over $1 million each on telecommunication

services.

4. The larger institutions of higher learning

anti hospitals have average annual trans -

mission expenditures of $229,000 and

$185,000, respectively.

50
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Table III-1 summarIle" some typical statistics of or -

ganizations which may be candidates for CPS networks.

A typical	 large coinpany is estimated to have four

major locations, resulting in annual to IecommunIcation

expend ittires rn excess of S5 m  11 ion per locat ion.	 A

typical 1*ederaI agwncy having 20 locations would spend

in e ► xLess of $40 million per establishment.	 At the

state leve11, over $2 million would be spent per esta-

blishment,	 and over	 $0.5 million	 at	 hospital%	 and

School".

Average
yearly

Number of expenditure
entities	 ($000,000)

Number of
locations
per entity

Average
yearly

expenditure
per location
( $OOO , 000 )

LAi?GE CORP. 1550 1().8 4	 5.2

FED. AGENCY 19 8b).8 2.0	 43

STATE: GOVERN. 65 6.4 3	 2. 1

HOSP. & SCHOOLS 1000 .6 1	 .6

TYPICAL USER LONG HAUL TttANSMISSION EXPENOITURES--YrAR 2000

TABLE 111 -1

An e%timate of tho point at which it rr,ight pay for an

organization to d r q u i r e a CPS earth station may be

obtained by calculatinq the required Savings, S, of

telecomnunications cost using a CPS mode relative to

competin q service:

S - 1 - E/TC
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where:

F - one-time earth station cost,

C	 transmission exrenditure/yr. of a typical

establishment

T - 5.33 = 10 year amortization period discounted

at 20%/yr.

1'(luat ion 1 is plotted in Figure I I I -4 for earth sta-

tion costs ranging between $1,000 and $1,000,000. 	 As

illustrated, a large establishment expending one mil-

lion dollars per year would break-even at virtually no

cost reduction if a $100,000 earth station is used and

would require only a reduction to 90 percent of other

facility long haul transmission costs to justify the

use of CPS with only one-half of this traffic carried

by the CPS terminal.

At the lower extreme, schools or medical establish-

ments with typical	 annual	 long haul communications

expenditures of $0.6 million (of which one - half was

adaptable ..o a CPS system) would have to receive a 75

percent reduction in annual costs before a $1 million

earth station could be justified but would need a re-

duction to only 90 percent to justify a $100,000 earth

station.

Thus, earth station costs in the range of $100,000 to

$1,000,000 appear justifiable to a wide range of po-

tential user organizations who, assuming acceptable

quality of service, will find CPS networks a viable
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4.2

Approach to satisfying their communications needs.

11sers whose traffic requirements will not justify a

CPS earth station at a particular location may be able

to ,join with other users in their geographical vicini -

ty to assemble enough traffic to install one.

thi f, will expand the market for CPS networks by making

thorn economical for organ i ?at ions with many ioo traf-

f I 	 locat ion'c.	 The costs of the required terrestrial
(.(mnvct. ion% must of cour%e be considered in determin-

ing the feasibility of such arrangments compared with

using trunking service.

CONNECTIVITY REQUIREMENTS

Connectivity describes the communication links between

users and ground stations., between ground stations and

satellites, between and within satellites, transpon-

ders, and spot beams required to provide data, voice,

and video services.

Connectivity requirements for each service are depen-

dent upon traffic and performance requirements, ser-

v ice mode (CPS or trunking), and the necessary ser y ice

availability.	 Connectivity is affected by the number

of	 satellites	 and	 transponders	 per	 satellite,	 the

number of spot beans, the required geographical dis -

tribution of service and the	 interconnection with

terrestrial and other satellite systems.	 It, in turn,

impacts on the technology required, e . q . , multibeam,

multi-hop, intersatellite links, etc.
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Other	 issues	 whicir may he+ aftected by e.onnectIvIty
	 f

requirements are-

	

1.	 Ge ► ociraph iG (listr ibut ion and o)(at ion of

satellites.

	

.	 Dop loyment of sate l I i teas %pee I a l i 2e► d by

ser y Ice, e. q. voice ser y i ce.}.

	

3 .	 Ike a of re l Obi I i ty improveimant techn i qut-i ,

o.q, diversity and adaptive power techniques

to improve fade margin.

Tradeotf bet-wee p connectivity and perf"or-

III anc11 rea quirvn ►ents, e.q. e.0 1111 e1ct.ivity vs.

delay.

4 	 DAIA SERVICE CONNECTIVITY

Connectivity requirements for data tranSIO Ss ion vary

widely amonq the different. data co min nniCation applica -

tions.	 it	 is convenient to (IistinquIsh between those

app i icat Ion~	 ro(1u i r Inca	 de?d irate?d	 %e!ry ice	 and	 Lho%e

requiring switched %ervice.

4.'. i .1	 f1FOICATED i3ATA rRAFF IC

A	 large portion	 of	 data	 traff is	 re'(Iuires dedicated

servico t)n le ased 1 in(- (or privately owned) networks.

These networks	 IInk the various remote	 locations of

companieti	 or	 gov(?rIIInl ntdi	 a9eI)cie5,	 and	 whi le	 some.'

need for dedic.at d	 I tit erc ompany connectivity exists,

the m01"0 usual re4111t-ement	 is for Connection between

es,tahl ishments of the s.time corporat ion or agency.

While many (led icat.ed data communications link~ involve



the simple pre-assigned connection of two points,

there are also frequent needs (for example, those

associated with the polling of remote terminals from a

central site) that require multipoint connections.

Dedicated traffic is suitable for transmission via

Other CPS or trunking configurations.	 However, CPS

confiyuration% in the Ka band are not likely to meet

tho ovAllahiiity requirements of most real-time data

applications and should be reserved primarily for that

portion of traffic using deferred or store- and- forward

transmissions. An exclusively CPS configuration is

practical for data transmission only when the estab-

lishments at both ends of the link are large enough to

support on-site dedicated earth stations and where

availability requirements are not severe. 	 CPS to CPS

transmission of this type are likely for applications

such as electronic mail. 	 For example, CPS earth sta-

tions co-located with large regional post offices may

offer an excellent and cost effective means of provid-

ing the lower ava•i labi 1 ity dedicated links suitable

for the large volume expansion of mailgram-type servi-

ces planned by the U.S. Postal System.

While a limited number of instances, such as the

above, may be cited where CPS to CPS transmission

modes provide a cost effective solution to special

problems of data transmission connectivity, in the

general case requirements wi 11 often exist for connec-
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t i o n s between two or more small organizations for

which on-site earth stations are impractical. 	 it is

al%o necr%%ary to provide for dedicated links between

marry %mgt 1 I organ i zat ion% (wi thout CPS) and one or, inure

Iargea central	 locations which may have an on-site

earth	 station	 (for example, the linking of remote

sale% uffices to a computer system at corporate head-

quarters).	 It is therefore highly likely that trunk-

irrg will be required (even for those establishments

capable of supporting CPS earth stations) so that the

smaller establishments rna ,y be addressed.	 As a result,

the satellite system should provide the means for

intercunne?ction of dedicated links between establish-

ments using CPS and trunking modes.	 This interconnec-

t ion wi 11 mo c,t probably he achieved at common ground

stations, thus reducinq the complexity of the satel-

1 ite r.uarmrnunicatiorr subsystems.

Total Via hand satellite traffic far exceeds the capa-

c i t 	 of a% i rig l e t ransponder .	 The multiple transpon-

ders wi t  i n the sate I l i te	 require means for cor nec-

ting data users a%%igned to different transponders.

This	 is	 relatively straightforward	 as	 long	 as	 all

earth stations are addressable by the carne sate) Iite.

If multiple satellites are used, either an intersat-

ellite link or a ground station connection will he

required, with resulting increased delay and system

complexity.
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The problem of reaching a station, whose antenna

points at one satellite, from a station whose antenna

points at a different satellite, requires some form of

interconnectivity between satellites. Whether this is

best established by intersatellite link, or via multi-

1)1c 1 relay through earth stations involves many complex

tradeoffs between costs, flexibility, and the accumu-

C
I rt,1on of time delays (which under some data communi -

c:(itions protocols has adverse effects cn throughput).

Fortunately, for dedicated data service the problems

of intersatellite connectivity are lessened by the

fact that the origin and destination of channels are

pre-assigned.	 Dedicated users can, with relative

ease, be segregated into small communities of users

all of whom can sunder some system designs) be as-

signed to the same satellite.	 While some loss in the

flexibility of reconfiguration may be implied, the

separation of users into such communities provides an

additional method of achieving desired connectivity

assignments.

4.2.1.2 SWITCHED DATA TRAFFIC

Connectivity requirements for switched data traffic

tend to be similar to, but more demanding than those

for dedicated data traffic.	 Whereas dedicated traffic

involves pre-assigned connectivity among limited com-

munities of users, switched traffic involves on-demand

connection to a potentially very large community of

recipients.
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The same considerations relative to interconnection

between CPS and trunking users discussed under Dedi-

cated Data Traffic applies even more strongly for

switched traffic.	 Because of the need to address a

wide ran a of ossible reci ients	 inde endent on the9	 P	 p	 0	 p

size of the establishment in which they reside, links

between CPS and trunking modes are essential.

Polled operation, which might occasion the need for

multipoint connectivity among data terminals, is not

commonly encountered in switched circuits and there-

fore switched data traffic tends to be point-to-point

(through the switches) rather than multipoint.

There are, however, needs for many-to-one switched

data connections as in the case of terminals widely

separated throughout a region individually calling in

to a central computer (similar to In-WATS) and the

reverse (e.g. a computer sequentially dialing remote

terminals to accept their accumulated data asin Out-

WATS).	 The essential connection, however, remains

point-to-point and the many-to-one nature of these

applications	 is	 primarily tariff	 oriented.

For switched data traffic, connection to both long

haul and local terrestrial facilities will be needed.

While the satellite system may ultimately grow to a

very large size, and be capable of reaching, through

its own facilities, most or all of the significant

population centers, it is likely to be a long term
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gradual growth.	 As result, the need to reach a wide

range of potential addresses (which is inherent in

switched network	 operation)	 will	 initially require

routinq through terrestrial facilities to cities not

yet	 included in the satellite network.	 With this

pattorn	 of	 interoperabi1ity	 established	 at	 the

be(linninq,	 it	 is	 likely to continue throughout the

ovu I iii. ion and maturity of the satellite system.

The connectivity problems, imposed by the multi-beam

and/or multisatellite environment expected in some of

the high traffic scenarios, are potentially complex

for switched data traffic. 	 The need to reach a large

number of widely dispersed users on demand requires

sophistication in the ability to direct transmissions

from beam-to-beam and from satellite-to-satellite

without incurring undesirably long transmission de-

lays.

The ability to solve multisatellite connectivity prob-

lems by assigning user communities to the same satel-

lite is not a viable option in the case of switched

data since wide distribution to all potential users is

usually required.

4.2.? VOICE SERVICE CONNECTIVITY

Connectivity requirements for voice traffic. transmit-

ted by Ka satellite depends upon the type of service

provided. For the purpose of describing this connec-

tivity, voice traffic will be divided according to

60
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dedicated business, MTS business, and MTS residential

voice services.

A voice service network used by a corporation usually

contains a combination of dedicated facilities used to

reach various corporate nr customer locations having a

high volume of traffic and MTS facilities used to

reach other corporate	 fid non corporate locations and

to provide emergency bdcKup or overflow connections to

the locations normally reached by the dedicated facil-

ities. The interconnection between the dedicated and

MTS facilities occurs in switching machine? which are

a part of the overall network.	 in these networks the

dedicated and MTS connections to the switches are

functionally distinct, although in the absence of CPS

service they may use the same physical facilities.

Physical separation of some or all of the dedicated

facilities into CPS and non-CPS carried circuits thus

presents no special problems.

4.2.2.1 OEQICATFn TRAFFIC

The most commonly encountered leased line configura-

tions are:

(a) Lines connecting two establishments which
h

have,a high volume of dedicated traffic.

(b) Intracompany networks connecting multiple
R	 .

locations;
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(c) Foreign exchange lines connecting an estab-

lishment in one city with a central office

in a remote city. These are usually used

for non-toil customer access, for example,

as for airline reservations.

Connectivity requirements for leased line voice traf -

fic are similar to those of dedicated data traffic.

111,11.	 is, (.nnnoct ivity generally requires pre-assigned

I inks betweeen s limited number of locat inns . The

required links are point-to-point only, because of the

nature of voice transmission.

dedicated	 links	 often carry switched traffic.	 For

example, many intracompany dedicated networks termin-

ate on PBX's which are used for local distribution

within the customer's premises or for dial out to the

surrounding local area.	 Another instance of this is

the leasing of dedicated transmission facilities link-

ing switches owned by a specialized common carrier.

The SCC provides switched service to the customers

served by its network nodes but may use dedicated

lines obtained from another carrier (e.g. the Bell

System) to provide the needed transmission facilities

linking those nodes. As discussed with respect to

dedicated data, the achievement of a desired connec-

tivity may be complicated by the use of different spot

beams, transponders, and multiple satellites, parti -

c u l ar l y in view  of the requirement to hold delay to a
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minimum. Fortunately in the case of dedicated voice

traffic the fact that connectivity is pre-assigned and

involves a limited number of locations, offers the

possibility of solving these problems by grouping the

user communities so that each community uses common

satellite facilities.

4.2.9.2 MTS TRAFFIC

The general requirement of PITS traffic, whether busi-

ness or resider,ial, is the need to address a large

number of possible recipients.	 Furthermore, this

connectivity must he provided on demand rather than

being pre-assigned.	 This is accomplished by the

existing network through a hierarchy of switches and

faci lit ies.

Ka-band transmission can be used in two ways in the

PITS network.	 Firstly, trunking routes Cabe set up

between major centers (e.g., New York to Los Angeles)

supplementing terrestrial and lower frequency satel-

lite facilities.	 Such routes will require high avail-

ability and large capacity. 	 Secondly, a CPS type

network, using earth stations located directly on

class 2, 3, or 4 switching centers can be used to

directly connect locations with large common interest

(e.g., Downtown New York City to Downtown Washington,

D. C.).	 In this case the alternate routing capability

of the network can be used to reroute calls if an

outage occurs.	 (With the common channel interoffice
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sinnailing system expected to be in widespread use by

`	 1990, it would be possible to reroute calls in pro-

gress if necessary.)

4.7.3 BROADCAST TV

This service category includes Network TV and CATV,

both of which have multipoint connectivity require-

means from a limited number of origination points to a

multiplicity of receive points. 	 As described in Sec -

tlon If-S./.3, only limited area networks are feasible

using Ka band, and only if the overall cost is low

enough for the service to tolerate short outages.

The use of spot beams, multiple transponders, or mul-

tiple satellites in various network configurations is

not likely to impose important problems for either

limited area Network TV or CATV.	 The limited number

of up-links means that each originating site can look

at each of several satellites without imposing inor-

dinate increases in overall system costs.	 The re-

ceive-only locations need	 to	 look	 at only the	 most

convenient satellite broadcasting	 the desired program

material.

it is also possible to use multi-hop satellite trans-

missions to improve connectivity for Broadcast TV.

This may be of particular importance in a multisatel-

lite environment where not all earth stations look at

each satellite.	 The one-way nature of the Broadcast

W	

TV transmissions eliminates concern over the addition-



al time delays introduced.	 The only disadvantages

appear to be the possible accumulation of transmission

impairments and some loss of spectrum efficiency be-

cause of the multiple transmissions of the same pro-

gram.

4.2.4 $PECIAI PURPOSE VIDEO

Special purpose video may be one way or interactive.

One way video such as that used in newsgathering and

special events, usually requires full bandwidths„ 	 For

interactive video, such as videoconferencing, narrower

bandwidth, limited motion capabilities are generally

acceptable.

Although videoconferencing via dedicated intracompany

networks may be satisfactorily served via CPS sta-

tions, trunking becomes important as videoconferencing

expands toward more frequent use of ad-hoc conferences

between organizations at least one of which is not

equipped with a CPS station.

Delay caused by interconnecting videoconferencing

users via multiple satellite hops may be objectionable

in videoconferencing because of the two w*± interac-

tive nature of these conferences.	 This may limit the

usefulness of multi-hop and intersatellite links in

this application. 	 Trunking modes of Interactive video

require connectivity between transponders, beams, and

satellites to which the trunks are connected. 	 Inter-

connections between transponders and beams in the same
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satellite cause small delay effects. However, multi-

hop and intersatellite connections are subject to the

same delay restrictions as imposed on the CPS mode.

4.2.5 CONNECTIVITY REQUIREMENT SUMMARY

The connectivity requirements for Ka band service

cdtegories are summarized in Figure III - 5. Note

that the delay limitation category bears on the ap-

plicability of connectivity solution via multiple-hop

and intersatellite links.	 It may be concluded from

this summary that:

CPS/Trunking connectivity is often needed.

Satellite/Terrestrial connectivity is usually

needed.

Multiple-Hop and Intersatellite link delays

are to be avoided when possible.

4.3	 SATELLITE CAPACITY AND DISTRIBUTION REQUIREMENTS FOR

TYPICAL WESTERN UNION NETWORK TOPOLOGIES

Typical topologies for a Western Union network may be

visualzed by examining the growth of the minimum

specialized network discussed in tSeo 4.1. The

minimum specialized network	 has been estimated

to cover about 30% of the total accessible market,

which represents the minimum viable coverage. (This

minimum portion of the market must be served to

attract a sufficient number of customers and subse-

quent traffic load.)	 Based upon the estimates made in

Sectin II	 5.3.5, this minimum network could well be
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served by one satellite for each specialized carrier.

(Separate satellites will probably be employed because

of the rarry p of variation possible in synchronization

tochniques, beam scan patterns, cha p?^el assignment

algorithms, etc.)

The distribution requirements for traffic division

among four separate satellites (one for each special-

ized carrier) are based upon the connectivity require-

ments given in Section 4.2 for the :.ype of services

offered by each specialized carrier.	 For example, MTS

voice traffic, which requires maximum connectivity

with all other users of the network, should be assign-

ed a major portion of each satellite capacity, distri -

buted by transponders and spot beams to provide max-

imum interconnectivity (as described in Section 4.2).

The specialized common network size grows from the

minimum to meet additional traffic growth toward a

predicted maximum specialized network size of 99 earth

stations in the year 2000 (assuming that Ka-band ser-

vice can be offered at 40% less than Ka-band service).

On this basis, it was shown that the cumulative por-

tion of this market captured by Ka-band in the year

2000 is 83.75%, based upon the total market value of

the principal SMSA plus all of its subordinates lo-

cated within a 50+ mile radius for hubbing.

If the market predictions are accurate for the year

2000, each specialized common carrier will have either
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two	 or	 three	 satellites,	 eepending	 upon	 their	 capture

of	 the	 total	 market,	 the	 mixture	 of	 traffic,	 transpon-

der	 capacity	 for	 trunking	 and	 CPS,	 etc.	 The	 addition-

al	 connectivity	 requirements	 imposed	 by	 multiple	 sat-

ellites	 (see	 Section	 4.2)	 impose	 constraints	 on	 the

services	 provided	 (due	 to	 additional	 delay	 caused	 by

multiple-hop	 or	 intersatellite	 links).

Since	 low	 earth	 station	 elevation	 angles	 result	 in

higher	 attenuation	 due	 to	 rain	 (because	 of	 longer	 path

length),	 satellite	 locations	 resulting	 in	 higher	 e r e-

vation	 angles	 will	 be	 sought	 and	 used,	 where	 availa-

ble.	 If	 not	 avai ]able	 to	 both	 satellites	 of	 a	 special-

ized	 common	 carrier,	 the	 one	 providing	 a	 higher	 eleva-

tion	 angle	 will	 be	 dedicated	 to	 the	 services	 requiring

increased	 reliability.	 The	 other	 satellite	 may	 be

used	 for	 services	 which	 are	 tolerant	 of	 outages	 (usu-

ally	 deferred	 traffic).	 Distribution	 of	 satellite

capacity,	 by	 services,	 among	 several	 satellites	 for

each	 specialized	 common	 carrier	 will	 therefore	 prob-

ably	 depend	 upon	 service	 reliability	 needs,	 based	 upon

geographical	 distribution	 of	 rainfall	 throughout	 CONUS

and	 the	 satellite	 elevation	 angle.

Interconnectivity	 between	 satellites	 of	 different

carriers,	 e.g.,	 MTS	 traffic	 frown	 one	 carrier	 to	 an-

other,	 requires	 appropriate	 links	 and	 standards.

These	 intercarrier	 links	 may	 be	 located	 at	 earth	 sta-

tions	 or	 as	 part	 of	 a	 terrestrial	 network.	 Standards

will	 be	 required	 to	 interface	 differences	 in	 synch-

ronization,	 protocols,	 etc.	 between	 carriers.
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PROPAGATION EFFECTS ON THE TRANSMISSION PATH

1.0 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The requirements of this subtask are to identify 30/20

GHz propagation characteristics, and provide a basis for

establishing expected effects on typical links used in

support of candidate services.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Rain attenuation on the transmission path, and the re-

sulting large link margin requirements required to pro-

vide high availability performance, is the most sig-

nificant factor in identifying the services that can be

accomodated by 30/20 GHz satellite communication sys-

tems.	 This section presents the key precipitation data

that will be compared to the availability and perform-

ance requirements of the trunking and CPS services de-

veloped in Section II. The resulting link margin re-

quirements establish the Ka-band system parameters nec-

essary to satisfy service availability/performance cri-

teria and to identify system limitations.

3.0 METHODOLOGY

The most recent NASA handbook on propagation effects at

30/20 GHz and other sources were used to develop the

required propagation information.

Using the propagation statistics, fade depths and link

margin requirements were computed for each of the CONUS
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rain tones identified.	 l ertinent fade duration statis -

tics, rain attenuation characteristics as a function of

var• th station elevation angle, and space diversity gain

data from the referenced publications were used to

derive the data presented.

4.0 PROPAGATION CHARACTERISTICS

Fiqure IV-1 shows the rain rate climate regions for the

continental United States (CONUS). 	 Figure IV-2 shows

R	 the point rain rate distributions as a function of the
i

CONUS rain regions.	 Region 0 is subdivided into three

subzones and the rain rate distribution for each of the

subzones is shown in Figure IV-2(b). Using the proce-

dures from the NASA Handbook and the point rain rate

'	 statistics in Figure IV-2, fade depths as a function of

Ipercent of time the fade depth is exceeded were computed

for each of the rain zones. 	 To maintain a given level

of link availability, the precipitation margin required

equals the rain fade depth; thus the data computed is

identified as Precipitation Margins for the 20 GHz and

10 GHz Links in Tables IV -1 and IV-2, respectively.

The data has been computed for each rain zone at the

appropriate	 e l evation	 angle,	 since	 rain	 attenuation

varies appreciably with earth station elevation angle,

particularly in high rain rate regions.	 Figure IV-3

shows rain attenuation characteristics as a function of

earth station elevation angle.

The satellite location can he optimized to provide the
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Main Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 40011
(Z0 Gus)

Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5	 1.0

''	 1 36 is 6 4 1 1

C 30 20 6 s 1 1

Dl 40 23 . 6 6 ! i

DS 46 Ss 12 6 3 1

Ds i0 36 17 is 3 !

E
i 65 so 26 20 4

! 40 17 6 4 s 1

TABLE IV - 1

Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 80ow
(30 03s)

Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0.01	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

8 36 36 13 ' 3 !

C 30 45 17 11 3 !

D1 40 50 21 14 4 !

Ds 45 63 3$ is 6 3

D3 50 s0 36 37 s 4

E 55 120 64 43 10 4

P 40 37 is 9 4 !

TABLE TO .- 2
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best weighted CONUS coverage with the lowest margin

requirements.	 Figure IV-4 and IV-5 show the elevation

angle contours superimposed on the CONUS for satellite

locations at 90'W and 97 O W longitude, respectively. The

optimum location is at 97 9 W.	 At orbital arc locations

below 90'W and above 104 0 W appreciable performance de-

gradation in major population centers will be experi-

enced.

Of particular interest is the relationship between total

annul rain attenuation and the worst month attenuation.

Figure IV-6 shows the results of rain attenuation meas-

urements, as a ratio of worst month to total annual

attenuation, recorded at Greenbelt, MD. The worst month

attenuation exceeded the average annual level by factors

of 5 to 7.5.

Figures IV-7 to IV-9 show fade duration distributions at

three widely separated locations: 	 Nolmdel(NJ), Slough

(England). and Rosman (NC) respectively. Fade durations

and the number of fades vary among the three because the

measurement period and the elevation look angle (and

consequently the rain path length) were different at the

three sites.	 The distribution characteristics at the

three sites are, however, similar.

Figure IV-10 is a histogram showing the percentage of

each month the three fade depths indicated were exceed-

ed.	 The data is the result of measurements made at

17
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a
Wallops Island, VA illustrating typical fade distri-

bution characteri%tics by month.	 Monthly distribution

varies considerably between sites as can be seen by

comparing Figures IV-6 and IV-10, two sites that are

approximately 150 miles apart.	 At Greenbelt the worst

month is July whereas August is the worst month at Wall-

ops Island.	 Additional data for Richland, WA is shown

in Figure IV-11 to illustrate variances between sites.

Fade duration statistics are useful in estimating block-

inq probabilities for message switched services on oc-

casions during which adaptive FEC is activated to ac-

commodate severe fading, or other means are used to

exchange available bandwidth for performance quality on

remaining circuits.

Figure	 IV-12	 shows that fade characteristics are

relatively independent of frequency. 	 A reasonably ac-

curate estimate of rain attenuation can therefore be

made from data at a single spot frequency.

5.0 SPACE DIVERSITY

Space diversity has been used for a number of years in

terrestrial microwave systems. In such systems it is

,generally used to combat degradations due to ducting,

muItipath, and other phenomena characteristic of paths

near and parallel to the earth's surface. 	 The use of

space (or "separation") diversity with satellite links

is primarily intended to combat high attenuation due to

intense precipation.	 The basis for use of a diversity
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system is the observation that regions of intense rain-

fall are generally limited in geographic extent. 	 This

is true for temperate climates. 	 The physical separation

of the satellite earth stations then serves to reduce

the correlation of such heavy rainfall at the sites.

5oml- %imple mean ,; of choosinq the better of the sites at

any In%tant then completes the diversity system.

A u%efuI tool in the study of diversity systems is the

concept of "diversity gain," as developed by D. Hodge of

Ohio State University.	 The derivation of diversity gain

is best illustrated by a figure.	 In Figure IV-13 the

two curves to the right are the individual cumulative

time distributions of attenuation for the two sites

operating individually. 	 The single curve to the left is

the cumulative time distribution for diversity opera-

tion--that is, the better of the two stations at any

instant.	 As shown, the distance between the curves for

the same percentage time is the diversity gain in deci-

bels.

Hodqe h,, s determined an empirical relationsrtip between

the separation distance, fade dept ►i, and diversity gain

based on measurements made using ATS-V. 	 These measure-

ments were taken at 15.3 GHi.	 This relation is as fol-
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G =	 a(1 -exp(-bd))

whf^r1,

G	 niversity gain in d6

n =	 The site separation distance in kin

a	 =	 A-3.0(1-exp(-0.24A))

A	 The %ingie site attenuation in dB

b	 a	 0, 4h ( 1 -exp( ,. ?.. 7,6A) )

liatd I.Aen usinq ATS-6 indicated that the diversity gain

w,o-, not strungly dependent on frequency. 	 A satisfctory

separation for the diversity sites seems + to be about 6

to 10 kin.	 diversity gain as a function of separation is

shown in Fiqure IV-14.
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TRANSMISSION SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

l.tl	 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

In Section If an analysis of the net accessible Ka-

hand market was made to estimate the portion of that

market that might actually be captured by Ka band
c.

communications systems and the share of the estimated

traffic volume that might be captured by the individ-

ual satellite carriers in their respective market

areas.	 The transmission requirements of the carrier

community may be divided into three separately identi-

fiable systems in accordance with the services pro-

vided.	 The three system categories are:	 trunking,

CPS,. and combined , trunking/C9S. A trunking system

being appropriate for Bell, combined trunking/CPS for

carriers such as Western Union and RCA, and all CPS

for carriers addressing those market areas of interest

	

i
	 to SBS, XTEN, SPC; etc.	 Each of these system cate-

gories requires a different satellite system design.

From the work in Section II the Western Union market

areas require both Trunking and CPS satellite system

capabilities. The projected Western Union market

share is estimated to grow to 7.5 GBPS in each cate-

gory by the year 2000. 	 An estimate of the sire of an

	

=k	 initial satellite in terms of capacity was identified

previously a 4 GBPS of trunking capacity and 2 GBPS

of CPS capacity.	 In the Phase I - Task 9 effort the
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marginal utility of adding one more earth station in

the trunkiny network was that the traffic capacity of

that earth station be at least .11% of the total pro-

jected trunking traffic. For a two carrier split of

the total traffic the minimum capacity required is

,72% or 33 MOPS. The maximum network size for Ka

services priced 20% below Ku band service is 89 earth

stations.	 On the assumption that the objective of the

two dominant private-carriers is to implement at least

the most efficient network size 134 earth stations

each), the minimum traffic capacity at any earth sta-

tion is at least 30 MOPS. On this basis a SS-TDMA

trunkinq system operating at a 500 MOPS burst rate is

a reasonable choice.	 Ultimately 15 transponders at

500 MOPS each will be required to accommodate the

projectea traffic.

In the CPS case the traffic volume is the aggregate of

a large number of small networks that include corpor-

ate, institutional, government, and low capacity trun-

king networks. Assuming that ultimately CPS services

will be carried through some 1000 earth stations the

average transmission capacity per station is 7.5 MOPS.

Some wi l l be as low as 64 KBPS, others may be in the

20-30 MOPS range or possibly higher. 	 Tt,e nominal

32/128 MOPS uplink and 250 MOPS downlink transmission

rates are reasonable choices for CPS, however, it wi l l

probably be more desirable to customit^,', at least the
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uplink transmission--and in the case of the southeas-

tern region the downlink transmission--to provide

adequate system margins (normal operating margin plus

margin obtained by adaptive measures) to meet avail-

ability requirements.	 This is discussed further in

Subsection 4.2.

In the following subsections some specific systems

consideration are discussed in some detail.

2.0	 PERFORMANCE

The two key measures of performance are BER and avail-

ability.	 The required BER performance, 1xI0' 7 9 is

driven by data transmission requirements. 	 (Typically

in PCM encoded voice and video systems BER performance

levels of IxIO-6 and IXIO'` respectively will provide

high quality service.) The transmission link analysis

is based on the IxIO' 7 BER.

Availability requirements have been discussed in Sec-

tion II. In the trunking transmission network a link

availability objective of .9999 has been established.

To meet the availability objective both adaptive com-

pensation and diversity earth stations are generally

necessary. However, as discussed in Section II, this

availability could be obtained by considering use of

terrestrial and other satellite bands.

The availability objective for the CPS services is

.9990 although .9950 would be an acceptable level for

some types of traffic.	 The availability criteria for



each user network would be considered individually to

avoid an overdesign, although the basic system (satel-

lite/earth station) design requirements are specifiej

to meet the .9990 availability objective.

	

3.0	 RAIN ATTENUATION COMPENSATION

The severity of rain attenuation in the 30/20 GHt

banJ, particularly where high system availability is

required, mandates that the system designer consider

multiple techniques for improving system availability.

These would include adaptive power control, adaptive

FEC, space diversity earth station complexes, and

location of the satellite within the domestic orbital

arc.	 Any or all of these techniques would be appro-

priate in a given system.

	

3.1	 ADAPTIVE POWER CONTROL

To meet availability objectives both the trunking and

CPS systems require use of adaptive power control. 	 In

the trunking case adaptive power control is required

for both the uplink and downlink. In the CPS case the

satellite transmitter is operated normally at maximum

output power and adaptive power control is limited to

the uplink.	 Subsection 4.0 provides link summaries

giving normal operating and adaptive power levels

necessary for the trunking and CPS systems.

	

3.2	 FORWARD ERROR CONTROL

The use of FEC is necessary in the CPS -ystems but

need not be included in the trunking system.	 FEC has
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the advantage of providing large increasers in bit

error performance and margin to offset the effects of

rain attenuation.	 Rate 112 encoding with soft deci-

sion decoding, which will provide an 8.8dB coding gain

at a constant transmission rate, has been assumed as a

t
standard. However, the use of that rate does not

Imply that the total information data rate of the CPS

r.yttem will "^e reduced to half of the uncoded trAns-

mission data rate.	 FEC is specified to be applied to

individual sites that are under the influence of rain

attenuation	 at the port rate within the Terrestrial

Interface Modules and not at the transmission burst

rate.	 The probability that more than 10% of the net-

work stations are experiencing such conditions simul-

taneously is quite low.	 Thus for a station network

with uniform distribution of traffic, (i.e. each has a

peak hour traff is of 2.5 MBPS), one station out of ten

experiencing	 rain	 conditions will	 reduce	 total

throughput capacity from 250 MBPS to 225 MBPS. The

impact on system thoughput and blocking probability in

the case of voice circuits even at peak hours will be

relatively low as long as capacity can be reassigned

among the stations.	 In off-peak hours there is not

f likely to be any noticeable effect on network trans-

mission.
E

There are a number of interesting control scenarios by

which required bandwidth can be allocated to stations
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experiencing fades. 	 These should be investigated to

devise an optimum algorithm for resource control.

	3.3	 SPACE DIVERSITY EARTH STATIO"S

To meet a postulated .9999 availability requirement

for a trunking system, implementation of space diver-

sity earth stations is required at all trunking ntues.

A description of the diversity gain/spacing character-

W.ics was (liven in Section IV. Diversity experiments

are essentia),	 since empirical data to substantiate

the belief that there is a d6 for dB diversity gain

Improvement for cases where single site attenuation

exceeds the 15-18 do range is not available.	 The

importance of space diversity gain improvements is

paramount to meeting trunking network availability

objectives, since if the expected diversity gain im-

provements cannot be obtained, Ka band systems would

not be an acceptable medium for trunking transmission

under the .9999 availability assumption.	 However, as

noted above, many trunking networks could tolerate

poorer availability with appropriate network design

and "fail-soft" operating procedures, so that this

assumption requires further study.

	

3.4	 SATELLITE POSITION IN THE DOMESTIC ORBITAL ARC

Rain attenuation increases appreciably as earth sta-

tion elevation angles decrease.	 In Section IV the

variation of rain attenuation as a function of eleva-

tion angle was given together with a plot of elevation

4f#
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angle contours in CONUS. 	 By selection of the satel-

1ite location in the orbital arc the best weighted

CONUS coverage with the lowest rain margins can be

obtained. From the plots in Section IV the optimum

satellite position is 97' W longitude, providing a

minimum elevation angle in CONUS of 30 0 .	 For orbital

,tr(. location-, below 90'W and above 104' W the increas-

s-4 ntAsanuatlovi dui: to lower elevation angles in major

population centers becomes a critical factor. 	 The

useful orbital arc can be extended through use of

intersatellite links (to be discussed separately).

3.5	 ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

Additional system margin can be obtained by adaptive

reduction of the transmission data rate, providing an

increased level of energy per bit for given available

transmitter power conditions.	 The approach should be

examined but is not considered a preferred choice

because of its impact on throughput capacity and chan-

nel blocking. In subsection 4.0 reduced transmission

data rates are considered to meet availability re-

quirements for CPS stations in CONUS rain Zone E, but

in that case the peak transmission requirements would

be considered in the design and the necessary total

capacity provided through use of an appropriate number

of FDM channels.

To minimize reduction in throughput data rates an

adaptive reduction in the number of quantization bits



p	 for digital voice channels can be employed. For exam-

ple if the eight bit code normally used for voice

channelr

	

	 quantization is reduced to six bits the per

channel data rate is reduced from 64KBPS to 48KBPS.

This approach should he explored as part of system

design trade-off consideration.

	

4.0	 EARTH STATION ANTENNA SIZE AND SYSTEM MARGIN CONSIDER-

ATIONS

	

4.1	 TRUNKING STATIONS

Both Hughes and TRW, in the baseline and alternative

designs submitted to date, advocate use of large (12

meter) antennas for trunking systems. Western Union

expects that a 5 meter antenna will be adequate for

the trunking system, and in any event would not con-

sider an antenna larger than 7 meters as being cost-

effective. To substantiate the position that a 5

meter antenna will satisfy trunking network require-

ments comparative data is presented below using 5, 7,

and 12 meter antennas.

There are a number of reasons why a 12 meter antenna

is not a desirable choice. A 12 meter antenna is

large, and with the surface tolerance requirements

(.01 inch RMS or better) for the Ka band it is unlike-

ly that a vendor would quote on providing the antenna

on other than a devel'opmental basis. The antenna cost

e	 will be very high.	 The beamwidth of the 12 meter
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antenna is very narrow (.058") and the foundation and

structural rigidity required to meet operational per-

formance requirements at wind velocities up to 60 'MPH,

(and slightly reduced performance in gusts up to 80

MPH) is severe and costly. (The degradation or track-

ing Arror at an average wind velocity of 3S MPH was

not specified by Hughes or TRW.) 	 There is no reason

why the environmental requirements for the Ka-band on-

t ehna should be relaxed relative to "C" or "Ku" band

systems.	 Environmental performance requirements nor-

mally specified by WU are given in Appendix A. The 12

meter antenna will also require a tracking subsystem

solMewh^%t more sophisticated and expensive than a step-

track system.	 Further, since diversity systems will

in any case be required at trunking no,. ,les ( see below),

system cost is substantially increased because two 12

meter antennas per site are required.

The beamwidth of a S.OM antenna is .14", simplifying

tracking requirements to that which may be accommodat-

ed with a step-track system. Surface tolerances are

more easily obtained because of the smaller site, and

foundation/structural rigidity requirements can be met

at a lower cost because of the smaller surface area.

Tables V-1 through V-3 give encoded link budgets for

u 12, 79 and 5 meter trunking systems, respectively.

Using the earth station and satellite transmitter

power levels shown the available margins for rain loss
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are as shown.	 In Table V-4 1, and the similar tables,

the required margins that G,in be accommodated by a 5

meter system are identified by diagonal lines. 	 The

additional cases that can be accommodated by 7 meter

and 12 meter systems are indicated by the circles and

triangles. respectively. Thc 12 meter case includes

a I I / and 5 meter cases and the 7 meter case Inc i sides

a!1 5 meter cases.	 The results indicate that the 7

and 12 meter systems have somewhat better clear

weather margin than the 5 meter system. If we now add

adaptive power control in the uplinks and downlinks

the followi; gig total margins are obtained.

NORMAL OPERATING PLUS ADAPTIVE POWER MARGIN
T0181

Antenna	 Up-link	 Down-link	 Margin
size (M)	 pwr. inc.	 pwr. Inc.	 (dB)

08	 D8	 U.L.	 D.L.

	

12.0	 4.9	 8.75	 24.9	 18.35

	

7.0	 4.9	 8.75	 20.2	 13.65

	

5.0	 4.9	 8.75	 17.3	 10.75

Table V-5 shows the availability levels in each rain

zone that can be attained using combined normal oper-

ating plus adaptive power margins. 	 Consider now the

effects of adding rate 112 FEC margin (8.8dB) to the

previous margins.	 Table V-6 shows the availability

levels in each rain zone that can be attained with a

combination of normal operation, adaptive power, and/-

104
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12.0 M system
t

lab)e V-4
Trunk ina System lwai 1 abi 1 i ty
110rn;al Operetiliq tiargin Only

Bain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 904W
(20 GHz)

Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0

0 36 X

C 30 20	 dfi A X
Dl 40 22	 A x z
D= 45 29	 12 ® x

DO 50 36	 it As

E 55 $5	 29_..,,r...r.. 0 ®'
! 40 17	 A X' x

Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90  W

(20 GHz)

Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0.01	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

0 35 29

.+ 30 45 •0' X

D1 40 50
D2 45 63 28 ® ,^' ^'

D3 50 90 39 27 A'
E 55 120 64 42 X*q.	
! 40 © X X

KEY: / 5,0 M system	 0 7.0 M system	 Q
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Table V-5
Trunking SyStem Availability with

Nomal Operating A Adaptive PWR Marjin

Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 9^W

(20 OHS)

Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation Is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0. 01 	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

e 35 9 Ar or .r .r

C 30 20 -Jr` X .r x
Dl 40 23 04' A' X O'

D= 45 28 Of Ar I& X

D0 50 26 A 0 r A
E $6 1 55 29 20 or &

! 40 Ar A' X x

bin Attenuation in d8 for Satellite at 90 ow

(i0 OHS)

Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation !s Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0.01	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

8 35 29 r
C 30 45

[so
x ^'

D1 40 ® /1^ •^
D2 45 sa 28 jr

DS SO i0 39 Ar /Y

E 55 120 64 49 ,1'6 N'
! 40 A' x

KEY: / 5.0 tl system

7.0 M system
12.0 M system

Adaptive Power Lovet Incivase
UL 4.9 dB
DL 8.76 dB

C>
106



KEY: / 5.0 M system

0 1.0 M system
& 12.0 M system

FEC Cain 8.8 ds

107
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Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone Angle 0.01 0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0

8 35 .O'

L 30 45 .0 ,i' jr
D1 40 50 yl' e X X
D2 45 63 &6 .9
D3 5o 8o 36 —L—ST o3! .4

E SS 120 64 43 ,0
! 40 37 r

Y

Tab1e V-6
Trunkin9 System ava 1Zbili •.y with

Normal Cparatina, Adaptive PUR r FCC Margins
.In Attenuation in d8 for Satellite at 90oW

(20 GNs)

slwation Percent of the Time Attenuation Is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5	 1.0

s se ya'	 .i' x X x

D= 45 Mr jr X
D3 so 36	 Ae X r

s ss 24 ^f' ,r

! 40 N	 A' ^' X

Rain Attenuation in d8 for Satellite at Uao W

(30 GHz)
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PM

or adaptive FEC margins for the three antenna sizes.

From Table V-6 it is seen that an availability of

.9999 is not realized by any of the three antenna

sizes.

If instead of FEC we consider the use of space div-

ersity earth stations at the trunking nodes, a

diversity gain of 12 dB can be realized for the case

where the single site attenuation is 18.0 dB. The

combinee margin available, i.e., operating margin plus

adaptive power plus diversity gain is:

COMBINED MARGIN

Antenna size (M)	 UL (dB)	 OL (dB)

	

12.0	 36.9	 30.35

	

7.0	 32.2	 25.65

	

5.0	 29.3	 22.75

Table V-7 shows the availability levels that can be

attained in each rain zone with a combined margin made

up of normal operating margin, adaptive power margin,

and diversity gain at a fade depth to 18 dB.

From Table V-7 the 12 meter system will provide an

availability of .9995 in one additional rain zone and

an availability of .9999 in two additional rain zones

over	 the 5 meter system on the	 downlink. There is	 no

advantage to	 the 12	 meter system	 over the	 5 meter

systems for the uplink.

In both cases a .9999 availability requirement for

CONUS has not been met.

t,
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Table V-7

Trunking Systemv71 ailability with
Normal Operating Margin, Adaptive PWR a Diversity

Gain Margins
Main Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90°W

(20 GHz)

Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0.01	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

s 35 art or ,r ,x or
C 30 JW x x or or
D1 40 ® or  if jr

02 AS Les Ar

D3 50 r

E 65

L;I
® ad ^' j'

! 40 46' X X Ar

Main Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90°W
(30 GHz)

Elevation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
r

Zone Angle 0.01 0.05	 0.1	 0.5 1.0

© 35 at Ar

C 30  ,W	 Ar, X

D1 40 50 ,1A'	 /it ,r
D 
2

45 63
D3 50 80 39	 ,	 ^f' ^1'
E 55 120 04	 43 or
P 40 3Z ,2'

r.

	KEY: / 5.0 M system	 Diversity Gain 12 db for 18 d6
Single Site Atten.

	

g

7.0 M system

	

	 dB/dB above 18 d6
12.0 M system
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If the diversity gain increases dB for d8 for single

site attenuations greater than 18dB then a .9999

availability requirement will be met by all three

antenna sizes.

The conclusion is that a 5 meter earth station with

use of normil ope-jt1tog margins plus adaptive power

control and space J oersity will satisfy trunking

system performance requirements, and larger antennas

are not warranted.

4.2	 CPS STATIONS

Table  V -8 gives  a link budget for a CPS TDMA system at

32 MBPS uplink and 256 MBPS downlink burst rates. The

available clear weather margin for the uplink is 10.7

dB, and for the downlink, 5.3 dB.	 The crossed out

cases in Table V-9 show that on the downlink the

clear-weather margin provides an availability of .995

in all rain zones and .999 in rain zones B, C, and F.

An uplink availability of .995 is provided in all but

rain zones E and D3.

With the margin increase clue to adaptive FEC (8.846),

the total uplink and downlink margins are 19.5 and

14.1 dB, respectively	 The availability on the down-

1 ink is then .999 in al l rain zones except rain zone E

and on the uplink is then .999 1n all rain zones zone

except D 3 and E (circled cases).

The use of uplink adaptive power control to increase

the ES power amplifier output from 11.7 to 19.2 d8w

110
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CPS System Availability with normal
Operating tlargin, Adaptive UL PWR. Adaptive FEC

Rain Attenuation in d8 for Satellite at 90ow

(20 OHS)

BWation Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zune	 Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5	 1.0	 --

e 35 13 6 AO jr
C 3o s0 1 Ar
D1 40 13. 9 Q
D2 45 26 it Q Ar Jy
03 SO 36 17 ® Ar x

65 ss 29 20 je X

40 17 0 10 X X

Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 90 
co 

W	 --
(30 GHz)

Blevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded 	 ,J
Zone	 Angle	 0.01	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

8 35 29 13 dV or Ir
C 30 45 17 ® ,3' Ar

D1 40 so 31 .9	 --
D2 46 63 29 m X X
D3 so so 39 ® Ar

E 65 Ito 64 43 10 ,r
F 40 37 13

KCY: ,/ Normal Operating Margin 	 Mains
PW^^14.

O Adaptive FEC-UL b OL	 FEC 8.8 d6
Q Adaptive UL PWR

11?	 —^
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Table V--11

a . =	 CPS System Availability with Neural

0	
Operating Margins Adaptive FEC, Adaptive UL PWR

aw	 lain Attenuation in d8 for Satellite at Now

°	 (20 GHz)

Etavetion Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle 0.01	 0.05 0.1 0.5	 1.0

0 35 13 6 de ^ X
C so 20 6 10 X X
D1 40 23 9 (60
D2 45 26 12 Q
D3 so 36 17 G
t 55 55 29 20

t 40 17 6 X x

Rain Attenuation in dB for Satellite at 900W
(30 GHz)

Elevation	 Percent of the Time Attenuation is Exceeded
Zone	 Angle	 0.01	 0.05	 0.1	 0.5	 1.0

R 35 39 13 9 or
C 30 45 17 1 A,
D1 40 50 21
D2 45 63 26 !^ D X
Dj 50 i0 39 ® ,r
8 55 190 64 43 10

40 37 ,r
w

KEY: / Normwl Operating Margin	 Ma inns
PWR73.3 dD

0 Adaptive FECs UL 8 OL	 FEC 8.8 d8

Q Adaptive Powers UL
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(83 watts) provides an uplink availability of .999 in

all rain zones except rain zone E (triangle case).

Thus, the combination of clear oeather operating

margin, adaptive FEC margin, and adaptive uplink power

control will provide an availability of .999 in all

rain zones except E.	 In rain zone E an additional

margin of 5.9 dB is required on the downlink and 16 dB

on the uplink. Table V-10 gives the link budget for a

TOMA CPS system with 128 MBPS uplink and 250 MBPS

downlink burst rates. Table V-11 shows the availabil-

ity achievable in the various rain zones using normal

clear weather margin, adaptive FEC, and adaptive UL

power control as in the previous examples. In this

case the CPS up-link transmitter power must be in-

creased to 25 dBw (316W).	 Again with the combined

margin an availability of .999 is provided in all rain

zones except rain zone E.

The additional margin required on the down-link and

uplink to achieve a CPS system availability of .999 in

rain zone E is 5.9 db and 16 db, respectively. 	 An

approach to resolve the problem is:

Down-1-ink :

decrease burst rate to

128 MBPS:

Increase zone E CPS

antenna size to 5.0 meters

TOTAL

A	 115

Margin Gain

2.9 dB.

3... 0.. dB

5.9 dB
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Uplink:	 Margin Gain

Increase zone E CPS ES

antenna size to 5.0 meters	 3.0 dB

Customize UL transmission 	 --

rate (FOM), for example

6.3 MBPS.

Normal operation gain	 7.0 dO

increase (vs. 128 MBPS)

Additional Adaptive UL Power

Margin	 6.0 dB

16.0 dB

The adaptive up link transmitter power required

in 'one E is then 26.2 d8w (330W).

The lower CPS OL and UL transmission rates would requ-

ire on board switching to 128 MBPS TDMA downlinks and

the ability to receive demodulate, and decode FOM

uplinks.	 Connectivity between zone E CPS stations and

CPS stations in the other rain zones would be accompl-

ished in the on-board base band processor.

Additional study is necessary to identify other alter-

native design approaches to adequately service high

rain rate areas with low cost earth stations.



	

5.0	 NETWORK SYNCHRONIZATION

	

5.1	 GENERAL. CONSIDERATIONS

5.1.1 TIMING (FRAME "PHASE" A CQUISITION)

Network sync hrunization, in any TDMA system requires

that stations sharing a transmission channel time

their burst(s) per frame so as not to interfere (over-

lap) with the other channel users. 	 It also implies

that the stations have some prior knowledge of when in

the frame to receive bursts destined for them; 	 this

second aspect (receive timing) is not as critical and

is usually solved by placing a "window" of a few bits

on either side of the framing location at which the

unique word designating start of a burst destined for

that station is expected. 	 Transmit timing, on the

other	 hand,	 especially when utilizing a satellite

relay, requires computing of the distance, and thus

propagation delay, from each station to the satellite

so that burst overlap can be avoided with minimum

guard times between allocated burst assignments.

	

5.12	 FREQUENCY (FRAME "FREQUENCY" ACQUISITION)

The transmitter data clock at any TDMA station deter-

mines the local frame rate (e.g. 128,000 bits per

frame for a 128 Mbps channel using a 1 msec frame

duration).	 This clock is usually locked to the sta-

tion's master, oscillator which also determines the RF

transmit frequency and the receiver's local oscillator

117
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frequency	 at	 the downconverter.	 The	 accurate frequen-

cy	 locking	 of	 all	 network	 oscillators	 (including	 the

MO	 in	 the	 satellite)	 can	 improve	 demodulator	 perfor-

mince	 both	 at	 the	 satellite	 (in	 the	 case	 of	 a CPS	 GPU

technique)	 and	 at	 the	 ground	 station	 (for	 both	 the	 CPS
is

k and	 trunking	 networks).	 This	 enables	 the	 use	 of	 nar-

rower	 filters	 in	 the	 demodulator's	 carrier	 and	 bit

timing	 recovery circuits	 which	 in	 turn	 enables	 shorter

preambles,	 for	 a	 given	 Eb/No,	 at	 the	 beginning of	 each

burst.	 This	 is	 desirable	 in	 that	 it	 increases	 TDMA

throughput	 since	 such	 preambles	 act	 as	 overhead,	 much

the	 same	 as	 guard	 time.	 The	 following	 paragraphs,

however,	 do	 not	 address	 the	 required	 or	 achievable

network	 frequency	 accitrecies	 for	 an	 operational	 sys-

tem.	 It	 is	 felt	 that	 accurate	 frequency	 locking	 which

includes	 tracking	 the	 satellite	 doppler	 frequency

shifts	 will	 impact	 the	 cast	 of	 both	 the	 MCS	 and	 the

earth	 station	 hardware	 and	 will	 require	 further	 analy-

sis	 and	 perhaps	 demonstration	 during	 the	 experimental

flight 	 programs.

5.2	 TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION - TRUNKING TDMA

5.2.1	 CLOSED LOOP SYNCHRONIZATION

A	 closed	 loop	 system	 for	 acquiring	 trunking	 TDMA

transmit	 burst	 synchronization	 can	 be	 implemented	 by

having	 each	 trunking	 station	 transmit	 a	 local	 unique

word	 (LUW)	 during	 a	 satellite	 switch	 (SS),	 "loopback"

mode,	 once	 per	 frame.	 It	 also	 requires	 the	 MCS	 which
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has acquired the SS to transmit a reference unique

word (RUW) to each of the downlink beams at a known

position e.g, at the beginning of each of the modes

which connect the MCS uplink beam with each of the

downlink beams. Transmit timing is then continuously

advanced or retarded to maintain steady state synchro-

fiitation (a fixed number of bits or symbols between

the reception of the RUW and the reception of the LUW.

Accuracies of !2Onsec (a few symbols) can probably be

achieved.

5.2.2 OPEN LOOP SYNCNROOIZATION

Open loop synchronization of transmit burst timing is

accomplished by calculating the slant range from each

trunking station to the satellite periodically, and

interpolating, via a simple range rate calculatio• ► ,

timing adjustments between range fixes (if needed).

This requires fairly accurate ranging from two to four

trunking stations to the satellite, and can be accom-

plished with turnaround ranging tones or via looped

back unique words at each ranking station. From these

(2 to 4) slant range measurements the range from any

other trunking station can be simply calculated utili-

zing a "linearized" approximation to the quadratic

range equations requiring only i2 multiplications plus

8 additions per range update,	 The accuracy of the

original range measurements is degraded by at most a

factor of two using this technique.

119
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5.2.3 _TRUNKING TDMA SYNCHRONIZATION RECOMMENDATION

The open-loop method of Paragraph 5.2.2 is recommended

for the following reasons:

1. Ranging will be required in any event for satel-

lite Station Keeping (and perhaps to obtain parameters

for computing CPS station open-loop antenna pointing

instructions).

2. The need for the (m) mode RUW and the (n) loopback

LUW transmissions and associated burst synr'-ronitation

circuitry is eliminated (where m n number of beams and

n s total number of trunking earth stations).

3. The Initial accuracy and frequency of update of

the slant range measurements can be relaxed (guard

time for 100-200 stations does not greatly impact

overall frame efficiency) resulting in less expensive

MCS processor capability.

5.3	 TIMING SYNCHRONIZATION - CPS

5.3.1 CLOSED LOOP SYNCHRONIZATION

The RUW/LUW technique described in Paragraph 6.2.1 is

not practical for the CPS network since the uplinks

are separated, in xime, from the downs iak due to SPU

processing. A closed loop approach is possible in

which the satellite assists by monitoring each uplink

channel and counting the number of symbols between

start-of-frame to reception of a CPS transmitted UW.

This information is then transmitted back to the CPS

on its downlink channel. The CPS then simply compares
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the satellite measureoi count with its preassigned

durst position count and advances or retards its

transmit bursts accordingly.

5.3.2 OPEN LOOP SYNCHRONIZATION

Open loop synchronization can be accomplished for the

CPS network exactly as in the trunking network of

Paragraph 5.2.2.	 The required range measurements (or

calculated ranqes for each station) are transmitted

from the MCS to the CPS user via the OW.

5.3.3 CPS - SYNCHRONIZATION TIME RECOMMENDATION

Since the closed-loop technique requires increased BPU

logic and complexity, and since there appears to be no

"common" trunking/CPS closed loop approach, it is rec-

ommended that the open-loop method as described in

Paragraph 6„2.2 be employed for the CPS scanning-beam

network.

6.0	 ASSESSMENT OF DUAL POLARIZATION AT 30/20 GHz

Some experience has been gained in dual polarization

operation at the lower frequencies; however, extension

of these results to the 30/20 GHz frequencies has not

been validated.	 The experimental data on 30/20 GHz

polarization isolation is also quite skimpy.	 We have

based the following assessment on three sources: 	 the

NASA Propagation Effects Handbook, data collected with

the RCA SATCOM system, and some reference articles

that treat the subject.
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6.1	 PROPAGATION EFFECTS

6.1.1 NASA PROPAGATION EFFECTS HANDBOOK RESULTS

Table! V-12 is extracted from the Handbook and shows

number of recommended formulas for computing th

cross-polarization isolation at high frequencies. 1

these formulas, "A" is the attenuation in dB. Usir

the tables of attenuation calculated previously, r

have computed the expected cross-polarization isoli

Lion; this is shown in Tables V-13 and -14.

6.1.2 RCA SATCOM RESULTS

Data for the predicted performance of the RCA SATCOM

system are shown in Table V-15 for a number of CONUS

locations. While these data are for 4/6 GHz, it is

possible to scale them upward in frequency.

One researcher (T.S. Chu) has found a relationship to

scale polarization isolation by frequency. 	 The for-

mula is valid between 3 and 30 GHz and is as follows:

XPI(f 2 ) - XPI(f l ) - 20 109(f2/fl)

fnr the case of a given value of rain rate. 	 This also

corresponds to a given value of percentage of time.

Hence, the RCA SATCOM data can be scaled in this way.

The results of such scaling for the composite average

values shown in Table V-15 are given in Table V-16
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V - 12

Cross-Polarization Discrimination Versus Attenuation

(Least-Mean-Square Pits)

Blacksburg, VA Elevation Angle	 8

Period Frequency/Polarization XPO = a - D 109
10 (A)

Aug 1977 11 GHz, RHCP (CTS, A = 33 0 ) XPO s 44.7 - 22.6 10910(4)

CY 1978 11 GHz, RHCP (CTS) XPD = 36.3 -	 16.2 10910(A)

Aug 1977 19 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR, 8 = 440 ) XPD = 47 - 24.5 10910(A)

Sept 1977 19 GHz, horizontal	 (COMSTAR) XPD = 37.1 - 20.0 10910(A)

CY 1978 19 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR) XPD = 43.9 -	 16.6	 10910(A)

Aug 1911 28 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR) XPD = 36.4 -	 15.4 10910(A)

CY 1978 28 GHz, vertical	 (COMSTAR) XPO = 31.2 - 7 10910(A)

V - 15

Estimated Cross-Polarization Isolation for Various U.S. Sites Due to Rain

(Distribution of Rain Drop Canting Angles Assumed)

Cate . 0.01 ^0 0.1 1 ^ 1 i 0.01^o 0. I,., l^
`nry	 Site (4111) (113)

2	 BU.4t >n 21	 Sri 21.5 34.1 40.5 21.2 30 5 37.2
2 New Yurk 21.')tt 25.5 3a.1 •11.4 "2.1 31.1 38.2
2	 I luu>,tun I li. 7 2 3 0. 6 39.9 -16.3 241.5 311	 1 '12.6 
2	 CIIIV lI;u 32.16 27.8 31.3 13.0 31.1 33,5 10 3
2	 Uomer 11. 7,0 29 6 39.0 •15.4 2.,v7 35,2 11.H
4	 Scut UieRu 51.87 31.9 11.7 •17.	 1 30.8 .11 +1 13.4
1	 Lus Angeles "t 0.41 31.d 41.6 47.1 30.5 :17,5 .:1.1
3	 San Frai mscu 46 , 10 32.9 •10.fr 16,2 12818 ;16 , 8 4'1.5
3	 Seat Ile 35.22 .1U.H 3R. ti 11.0 26.9 ;1.1.9 10.8
1	 '1'aml1a 38.37 21i.7 36,9 •1 .1.7 22.8 33.2 41.3

Aterage Wanting Ankle
Distrilruuun ► 29.7 38.5 44.6 25.9 3.1.7 41.1

Average (Constant Cabling
Angir) 23.7 3'2.5 38.6 19.9 '28.7 353
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Climate
Zone

u

C

D1

D2

D3

E

F

Percent of Time XPI is Exceeded
0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0

31 34 44 44

30 34 44 44

27 30 39 44

25 28 36 44

23 26 34 39

20 23 34 39

32 36 44 44

0.01

25

23

21

19

18

15

24

Tabla	 V-13

Croft-Polarization Isolation at 20 GHz
(dB)

(400 elevation angle)

40

Table

Cross-Polarization Isolation at 30 GHz
(0)

(400 elevation angle)

0.01

21

20

19

18

18

17

20

Climate
Zone

B

C

D1

D2

D3
t	 E

F

Percent of Time XPI is Exceeded
0.05 0.1 0.5 1.0

23 25 28 29

23 24 28 29

22 23 26 29

21 22 26 28

20 21 25 27

19 20 24 27

24 25 28 29
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Table V-16
RCA 5A?'CORTS t a

(S c a l'el To 20 	 )
MINSMOMMIMMM

Percent of Time XPI Is Exceeded

	

0.01	 0.1	 1.0

20 CHz	 16	 25	 31

30 GHz	 12	 21	 27

These values compare favorably with those presented in

Tables V-13 and -14. It should be noted that data on

frequency scaling of such values is even skimpier than

that for the direct calculation of cross-polarization.

Earlier calculations by Chu, which are shown in Fig-

ures V-1 through V-3, demonstrate the general varia-

tion of cross-polarization with attenuation. The

independence of the isolation from rain rate (for a

constant attenuation) is also shown.

6.1.3 CONCLUSIONS

Rain caused depolarization should not prove to be a

problem at 30/20 GHz. The main reason for this is

that the attenuation caused by rain becomes severe at

much lower rain rates than does the depolarization.

The digital systems which are contemplated for the

30/20 GHz bands, particularly those employing coding,
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should be able to withstand cross-polarization inter-

ference at a -20 dB level without significant degrada-

tion.	 This provides an availability of about 99.95

percent.

6.2	 CROSS-POLARIZATION PERFORMANCE OF ANTENNAS

Generally, the cross-polarization isolation of anten-

nas is qreatest at beam-center, and degrades as the

scan angle increases. In actual antennas, the maximum

of the cross-polarization isolation will not occur

exactly on-beam, due to imperfections in the antenna

and feed structure.	 This angular error is generally

small in well-designed antennas.

For the earth station antenna, the above is of relati-

vely little importance, since the tracking system can

keep the pointing within tolerable bounds. For the

spacecraft antenna, this degradation of polarization

isolation is significant due to the multibeam or scan-

ning beam system employed. Both systems need (relati-

vely) larger scanning angles than would otherwise be

encountered. While it is apparent that the antenna

design will be complicated by this consideration, it

is impossible to say (at this time) if the required

levels of isolation can be achieved in practice.

6.2.1 POLARIZATION TRACKERS

Two polarization tracking mechanisms have been devel-

opeJ for satellite earth station use: one at COMSAT

Labs, and another at NASA /Langley Research Center.
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Both	 systems	 are	 motor-driven.	 The	 COMSAT	 system	 has

r been	 built	 and	 tested	 at	 4	 GHz;	 the	 NASA	 system	 is

Patented,	 and	 therefore	 must	 have	 involved	 a	 working

prototype.	 No	 information	 concerning	 the	 frequency	 of

operation	 is	 given.

The	 COMSAT	 iodaptive	 polarization	 connection	 network	 is

Simpler	 of	 the	 two.	 It	 cor r ects	 for	 differential

phase	 but	 not	 for	 differential	 attenuation;	 this	 is

consistant	 with	 the	 C-band	 design.	 At	 C-band,	 differ-

ential	 attenuation	 is	 negligible	 because	 the	 funda-

mental	 attenuation	 is	 so	 low.	 At	 higher	 frequencies

this	 would	 not	 be	 true,	 and	 a	 more	 complex	 correction

system would	 be	 needed.

A	 block	 diagram	 is	 shown	 in	 Figure	 V-4.	 The	 system

requires	 two	 CW	 beacons,	 one	 at	 each	 polarization,	 to

be	 transmitted	 from	 the	 satellite.	 It	 is	 necessary	 to

incorporate	 a	 microprocessor	 in	 the	 system	 because	 the

relationship	 between	 the	 polarization	 errors	 and	 the

position	 of	 the	 two	 rotatable	 polarizers	 is	 not	 a

simple	 one,	 ruling	 out	 the	 use	 of	 direct	 feedback

control.	 The	 microprocessor	 is	 capable	 of	 resolving

the	 complex	 functions	 involved.

For	 the	 linear	 polarizations,	 and	 in	 systems	 where

cost	 is	 a	 significant	 consideration,	 we	 expect	 that	 a

simplified	 version	 of	 such	 a	 network	 maybe	 developed.

This	 would	 provide	 a	 reduction	 in	 cross-polarization

with	 a	 reduced	 cost.
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`;ome of the experimental results foe this polarization

iorrection network are shown in Figures V-5 and V-6,.

lonq-term statistical figures for the system have not

been published.	 However, if the correction network

proves to be reliable, the degree of correction shown

in the figures, about 15 dB maximum, should be ap-

proached on a long-term basis.

The NASA/Langley polarization correction network is

more complex.	 It	 is also adaptive, and involves

motor-drive.	 This system features active cancellation

of the cross-polarized component. 	 The implementation

also requires two CW pilots for operation. 	 A block

diagram is shown in Figures V-7 and V-8.
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VI

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REgUIREMENTS

1.n	 STATEMENT OF	 THE	 PROBLEM
i

The	 purpose	 of	 this	 section	 is	 to	 derive	 a	 consistent

set	 of	 functional	 requirements	 for	 the	 space,	 ground,

and	 control	 segments	 of	 a	 Western	 Union	 class	 carrier

operdt Iona 1	 `10/?.0	 GHz	 system.	 These	 st ould	 meet	 the

pr;mary	 objectives	 of	 capacity,	 availability,	 inter-

connectivity,	 and	 cost	 for	 a	 selected	 baseline	 system

based	 upon	 a	 projected	 share	 of	 the	 accessible	 market

in	 the	 1990-2000 period.

.^^	 INTRODUCTION

The	 Basel ine	 system	 chosen,	 as	 a	 result	 of	 the	 analy-

ses	 of	 traffic.	 availability,	 and	 general	 technical

considerations	 in	 Sections	 I	 through	 V,	 provides	 a

combined	 Trunking	 and	 CPS	 service	 with	 an	 expected

throughput	 capacity	 of	 about	 4	 GBPS	 trunking	 and	 2

G8PS	 CPS.

The	 functional	 requirements	 for	 the	 two	 services	 are

derived	 separately,	 although	 the	 technical	 solution

for	 the	 combined	 system
	
will	 be	 optimized	 by	 the	 de-

velopment	 of	 elements	 common	 to	 both	 services.	 For

example,	 in	 the	 space	 segment,	 the	 CPS	 users	 located

in	 the	 fixed	 trunking	 beam	 areas	 can	 access	 the	 same

beamsussibl	 c)n	 a	 separate	 frequenc y);^P	 Y	 P	 q	 y);	 similarly,

smaller	 trunkinq	 teminals,	 not	 covered	 by	 a	 fixed

beam,	 can	 access	 one	 of	 the	 CPS	 scanning	 beams.	 Also

many	 control	 station	 functions	 such	 as	 network	 synch-
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3

ronization,	 antenna	 pointing	 and	 satellite	 switch

irroyramming wi 1 I have commonal ity between the trunk ing

and CPS services.

3.0	 ML 1'HQ00LOGY

rho achievable satellite characteristics of the TRW

avid Hutfhes Baseline System Concepts (number and size

of ant(:nna heams, available RF power at 20 GHz, weight

limitations, etc.) were combined with the Earth Sta-

tion	 characteristics	 (reasonable	 antenna	 size,	 HPA

power, LNA noise temperatures, etc.)	 to derive the

uplink and downlink budgets shown in Sections IV and

V.	 Network control functions, including architectur-

es , dorived in the Ku-band Advanced Westtr program,

where applicable, were then added to develop a coher-

ent set of functional requirements.

i retjuoric y	 re-use	 through	 spat i al I 	 separated	 spot
heam , 	? i l provide more than enough total bandwidth to

meat t.	 total 6 GBPS throughput capac '.y for the

combined Trunking and CRS services.	 Thus, from the	 I

point. of view of a single user (carrier), frequency

re-use through polarization, that is the use of two

orthogonal polarizations at the same frequencies in

the same or overlapping beams, is not required.

However, the prime portion of the orbital arc, resul-

3
tiny in elevation angles of about 30 0 , is limited to

aboiot.	 15 0 .	 Several	 carriers, each with 2 or more

,atei I ites, w  11 al I wai11. to he I a c a t e d in this prime
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portion.	 Thus orthogonal polarization was considered

for the operational system, and the corresponding

requirements listed where applicable. Whether or not

the operational system can utilize some degree of

polarization re-use of course will ultimately depend

on tine test results from the Demonstration System, but

it is certainly a most desirable goal and therefore
should be included at this time for an operational

system.

The need for an intersatellite link, although useful

for extending the Ka-Band  orbita1 arc as well as pro-

viding interconnectivity with other networks, will not

be considered as part of this Trunk ing/CPS baseline

ope r ational system.	 However it can i main a viable

candidate for the Demonstration System.

	

4.0	 GENERAL OPERATIONAL SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The baseline operational system that can meet Western

Union's	 requirements for capacity, 	 connectivity,

availability and minimum overall system costs is sum-

marized here.

	

4.1	 TRUNKING SERVICE

The basic trunking service is provided by 18 fixed,

.3' beams each connected to a 500 MHz, dual output

power (75W/IOW) transponder.	 Even if orthogonal po-

larization proves	 to be unfeasible, three separate

ca. • rier frequencies (each with 500 MHz bandwidth), each

reused on 6 of the fixed beams, should provide the
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required C/I through adequate sidelobe isolation, as

specified below.	 Thus a frequency re-use factor of

six is achieved.	 Complete trunking interconnectivity

is provided usinq 500 Mbps, Satellite Switched TDMA

channels which requires a 20 x 20 If switch matrix in

the satellite, programmable from a Master Control

Station to satisfy changing traffic patterns.	 Al-

though the maximum throughput is 9 Gbps, this will

only he achievable for a completely balanced traffic

pattern, i.e. the sum of all the traffic demands at

each station would have to be 500 Mbps.

A	 more	 realistic	 achievable	 throughput,	 including

secondary trunk irig stations serviced by scanning beams

as described below, should be about 4 GSPS.

4.2	 CPS SERVICE

The basic CPS service can be provided by the additiota-

al	 satellite payload of six 500 MHz transponders,

each with two 75 watt TWTA's connected to one .3°

scanning beam.	 To reduce off-axis scanning losses 3

beams will scan Eastern CONUS and 3 beams will scan

Western CONKS for a frequency re-use factor of three.

Uplinks will use FDM to provide subchannel combina-

tions of 32 Mbps and 128 Mbps burst rates (eq. three

128 Mbps and four 32 Mbps uplinks per beam). 	 Each

uplink subchannel in turn can utilize TDMA to accom-

modate sub-groups of CPS users, within a common scan-

ning beam position, whose aggregrate throughput is



lass than or equal to 128 Mbps or 32 Mbps. 	 The down-

links will use two 251i Mbps TOMA carriers per beam.

The uplinks are routed through down converters to a

Haseband Processor which demodulates and performs FEC

decoding	 (if	 required by uplink rain	 attenuation).

The ba%eband processor then routes each burst to the

j%signed downlink via an FEC encoder (if required by

downlink rain attenuation), a 256 MBPS modulator, an

upconverter, and a 7 1) watt TWTA that feeds the scan-

ning beam downlink.	 Although the 6 transponders re-

present a maximum CPS thruu g hput of 3 GBPS, because of

the multiple uplinks (up to seven per scan position)

and downlinks (two per scan position), it will be very

unlikely that the CPS geographical traffic demand will

utilize the full throughput.	 The realizable through-

put will be ab,7ut ?. GRPS.

4.3	 TRUNKING/CPS CROSS-CONNECT CONSIDERATIONS

Secondary trunking stations	 not located in the 18

fixed-beam areas) can be added to the trunking Network

and serviced by the scanning beam.	 One of the three

Fast scanning beams will "visit" each of these smaller

trunking stations once per TDMA frame, and similarly

one of the West scanning beams is assigned tf:i service

those	 smaller	 trunking stations which	 are	 in	 the

Western area.	 In the satellite these uplink/downlink

signals are coupled to the receiver input/TWT output

of one or	 two of the least-used 18 fixed-beam
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transponders;	 it	 is only necessary to program the

receive/transmit TOMA bursts of these additional trun-

king stations and that of the fixed-beam transpond-

er(s) so that they do not overlap at the satellite.

No on-board CPS-trunking cross-connect, with its at-

tendant drain on the Baseband Processor Unit (BPU)

throughput capacity,	 should be necessary to serve

presently identified requirements. Instead, any re-

quired CPS-trunking cross-connections will be estab-

lished on the ground at one or more trunking stations

having co-located CPS terminals (see below).	 While

this does introduce extra delay for the affected cir-

cuits, the overall system effects will not be signifi-

cant and the reduction in satellite complexity 	 an

important consideration.

CPS users located within fixed-beam areas, but not

colocated at trunking stations should be serviced by

the scanning beam in the same manner as the CPS users

riot in fixed-beam areas.	 This alleviates the coordi-

nation between the two services which would be requir-

ed if the fixed-bear CPS users shared the trunking

frequency channel on a TOMA basis; it also alleviates

the linearity requirement if the satellite trunking

transponders had to accommodate multiple FOM uplinks

(e.g.. three 128 MBPS and four 32 MBPS simultaneous

uplinks). Also many of these "fixed-beam" CPS users

can be expected to be located within the coverage area
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of high-capacity trunk inq terminals (e.g. New York,

Chica(1o, I-o% Angeles) which could be filled to their

F,	 S00 MBPS throughput capacities.

° for, CPS u ,,ors co-located (or connected by terrestrial

local loop) to a trunking terminal, two approaches can

bra considered.	 The first approach is to add CPS

Around equipment (HPl1, LNA, up/down converters, madams

and codec%) to one of tine pair of space-diversity

trunkiny stations, in which case these CPS users are

serviced like all other CPS users.	 Thus no additional

antenna	 is required.	 The second approach would be	 to

share	 the. trunking	 up/down links on	 a TOMA basis which

would	 cause increased crass-connect	 i:ompiexity in the

spacecraft payload. For,	 the	 reasons	 stated in the

preceding paragraph, the first approach is recommended

at this time.	 At the most, it would require equipping

only IS main trunking teminals with CPS transceivers,

which world have a negligible impact on total system

costs.

4.4	 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

4.4.1 THROUGHPUT CAPACITY

The maximum realistic throughput capacity for the

first Western Union class system to serve the acces-

sible 30/20 Gkiz market has been estimated in Section

I1 at 4 Gbps Trunking and 2 Gbps CPS.

4.4.2 LINK AVAILABILITY
The uplink and downlink rain margins are sized to
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achieve an availability of .9999 for Trunking and

.9950 to .9990 for CPS service at a user BER of 10-7.

4.4.3	 TOMA SYNCHRONIZATION

Open loop synchronization, utilizing slant range meas-

urements from (up to) 4 trunking stations sent to all

Earth Stations via Order Wire from the Master Control

Station (MCS) will provide TDMA burst synchronization.

In addition the Master Frequency Generator (MFG) in

the spacecraft will be frequency controlled (using a

disciplined PLL) by uplink command from the MCS, so

that the only significant frame-to-frame timing and

frequency error contributions will be due to satellite

motion.	 These will be tracked out utilizing computed

range rate at each station. 	 The combined guard-time

plus preamble (required for carrier and bit-timing

recovery of the demodulators) should be less than 500

nanoseconds for the initial operating system. For a

1,000 station CPS network accessing the 6 CPS scanning

beams, each with two 256 MBPS downlinks, there till be
an average of 83 CPS users per TDMA downlink. Since

each BPS users needs to burst once per frame there

will be 83 x 500 nsec = 41.5 usec lost for guard-

time/preamble per 1,000 usec frame (1 KHz frame rate).

This represents an average TDMA frame efficiency of

over 95%.	 The allocation of the 500 nanoseconds be-

tween guard-time and preamble depends upon the accur-

acy and frequency of the range measurements and wi11
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	 "rl v.o be influenced by the settling time of the scan-

ning beam at each spot position.	 If many more than

1,000 CPS users per satellite are deployed at a later

date, the ranging and frequency accuracy can then be

increased to maintain TOMA frame efficiency.

4.4.4 CONNECTIVITY

Full	 interconnectivity will be possible between all

pairs of Trunking stations via a 20 x 20 Satellite

Switch. Full interconnectivity is required for the

CPS service and is provided by the Baseband Processor,

with reprogrammable routing under control of the MCS.

No absolute requirement for Trunking/CPS interconnec-

tivity in the Satellite Baseband Processor has been

identified at this time; the interconnectivity can be

provided at the Trunking Stations.

Similarly, although DAMA 64 Kbps channel reassignments

can be made by the MCS via the satellite Baseband

Processor, this capability does not have to be imple-

mented at full speed and maximum throughput efficiency

in the initial system.

4.4.5 THIN-ROUTE CONSIDERM IONS

Unti 1 CPS station costs came down to under $50,000, it

is unlikely that stations with less than 24 voice-

channel capability (l.5 MBPS) can be justified;	 this

implies that the first few ioindred CPS stations will

employ some degree of concentration of low capacity

users within a local area.	 Thus the initial system

will not have "tailored" low bandwidth up/down links.
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4.4.6 FREQUENCY PLAN

As described in Paragraphs 4.1 and 4.2, there will be

3 trunkinq channels and 2 CPS channels each approxi-

mately 500 MHz wide. 	 if orthogonal polarization is

used, the total spectrum occupancy can be reduced by

half to 1.25 GH z . This may require dual feeds at some

of the Earth Stations depending upon the outcome of

the polarization re-use experiment. 	 In addition a

ranginq/command and a Telemetry link of approximately

1 MHz bandwidth each will be required. Step-track at

all of the Trunking stations and at some of the CPS

stations may require a beacon other than the telemetry

carrier, that is at a lower frequency (S or C Band),

so that these stations may continue to track properly

during rain conditions.

	

5.0	 OPERATIONAL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

	

5.1	 TRUNKING SERVICE

5.1.1 TRUNKING - SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM

5.1.1.1 NUMBER & SIZE OF BEAMS

The satellite will provide 18 fixed-beams of .3' beam-

width pointed towards the 18 largest trunking station

cities plus two scanning-beams of .3' beamwidth of

which at least one can be pointed to any one of a set

of contiguous positions covering the CONl1S area. 	 One

scanning-beam can service half of CONUS, and the other

service the remaining half, to reduce off-axis scan-

ning losses.	 Scanning heam positioning will occur at

a



a	 repet hive	 frame	 rate	 ( 1 KHz)	 programmable by ground

command.	 See	 Section	 5.2.1	 for	 other	 scanning	 beam

i.
parameters.

5.1.1.2	 CONNECTIVITY

` The	 satellite	 will	 provide	 a	 20	 x	 20	 matrix	 switch	 at

the	 IF	 frequency	 which	 will	 allow 500 Mbps	 QPSK	 Trunk-

ing	 interconnect ivity	 of	 any	 uplink	 beam	 to	 any	 down-

link	 he am.	 The	 switch	 will	 repeat	 each	 connectivity
1

state	 (mode)	 at	 the	 frame	 rate	 (1	 KHz)	 with	 a	 maximum

of	 100 modes	 per	 frame.
1

5.1.1.3	 TRANSPONDERS

One	 transponder	 of	 500	 MHz	 nominal	 bandwidth	 will	 be
as

provided	 for	 each	 beam.	 This	 will	 have	 dual	 output

power	 at	 20	 GHz	 of	 75w	 or	 lOw	 switchable	 by	 ground

command	 to	 provide	 downlink	 rain	 response.	 A	 common

IF	 frequency,	 selected	 to	 minimize	 spurious	 inband

modulation	 products,	 will	 be	 used	 to	 allow	 the	 TOMA

switch	 to	 connect	 the	 receive	 half	 of	 each	 transponder

to	 the	 transmit	 half	 of	 any	 transponder.	 The	 trunk i ng

TWTA's	 will	 operate	 near	 saturation,	 since	 intermodu-

lation	 is	 not	 a	 problem	 with	 a	 single	 carrier	 per

transponder.

The	 frequency	 response	 and	 linearity	 of	 each	 transpon-

der	 will	 be	 controlled	 over	 the	 central	 315	 MHz	 so

that	 for	 any	 of	 the	 20	 x	 20	 -	 400	 paths,	 and	 for	 a

received	 flux 	 density	 input	 range	 of	 20	 dB,	 there	 wi l 1

y be	 an	 acceptable	 BER	 degradation	 for	 TDMA	 500	 Mbps
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QPSK modulation.	 These specifications cannot be de-

termined until the ground segment's frequency response

and linearity are also budgeted, but critical para-

meters which must be controlled are;

- Amplitude Flatness

- Group Delay

- AM-to-PM Conversion

- Phase Noise

- Out-of-Band Response

5.1.1.4 SATELLITE EIRP

The EIRP for each trunking beam will be ?66.95 dBW

for	 the	 High	 Power Mode and >58.2 dBW for the low

Power Mode. The satellite power supply will be sized

to enable continuous operation of an average of one

transponder in the high power mode. That is, for 20

beams, the worst-month 20 GHz rain margin will require

downlink high-power  for an average of about 1 hour per

day per beam.

5.1.1.5 SATELLITE G/T

The Satellite G/T for each trunking beam will be

>- 21.4 dB/'K.

5.1.1.6 FIXED-BEAM AVENNA PATTERNS

The fixed-beam antenna patterns will provide sidelobe

isolation >30 dB between co-channel beams within their

3 d6 contours on the same polarization and (if polari-

zation frequency re-useis employed) >35 dB clear-sky

isolation between orthogonal polarizations within the

same beam.
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The fixed-beam pointing will be maintained to within
i

one-fou-th beamwidth (one-half beamwidth during sta-

tion keeping maneuvers) on all beams by automatic

control of the spacecraft's attitude via monopulse

tracking feeds on at least three beams. 	 The nominal

pitch, roll, and yaw offsets from an earth-centered 	 a

coordinate system will be changeable by ground com-

mand.

5.1.1.7 SATELLITE MASTER OSCILLATOR

The satellite master oscillator (MO) provides all up

and down converter local oscillator frequencies and

the frame and mode timing for the 20 x 20 TDMA switch.
t

The MO will be frequency contolled by ground command

from the MCS using a "disciplined PLL" technique. The

short term frequency stability of the MO wi 1 l be <Ix

10- 11 per second.

5.1.1.8 TELEMETRY AND COMMAND

Critical parameters will be continously telemetered to

the MCS on a separate Telemetry downlink channel,

possibly including uplink received power levels for

each beam.
f

A separate uplink command channel will be provided to

enable MCS control of TWTA Nigh /Low Power Modes, Sat-

ellite Switch Mode Sequence, Scanning Beam pointing

for the Secondary Trunking stations, MO frequency

control, attitude control bias offsets and other

"housekeeping" functions including switching in redun-

dant units.
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5.1.1.9 REDUNDANT UNITS

The fixed beam transponders should have common units

etiablinq a 1-for-N redundancy for failed units. N is

to he determined based on payload weight constraints

and unit reliability.	 Units in critical paths such as

the to x to Sate] IIte Switch and the MO should have at

least i for 1 redundancy. 	 All redundant units are

switchable by ground command.

a,l.?	 TRUNKING - GROUND TERMINALSmaim

5.1.2.1 SPACE DIVERSITY

Space diversity earth-station pairs, spaced by 8 to 10

kin are required at each Trunking node. A terrestrial

diversity interconnect link and diversity switch will

be implemented between the station pairs.

5.1.2.2 TRANSMISSION MODE

The trunkinq stations will operate at 500 Mbps QPSK

TDMA on both uplink and downlink. TDMA burst synchro-

nization will be achieved "open-loop" via MCS slant

range measurements and "linearized" range calculation

for each station. The TDMA MUX will provide elastic

storage so that the low-speed user interfaces can be

assembled into high-speed TDMA transmit burst. 	 The

inverse operation will be provided for TOMA Receive

bursts.	 A station will be able to transmit and re-

ceive up to 40 bursts per frame.

5.1.2.3 EARTH STATION ANTENNA

The maximum antenna diameter will be 7.0 meters.
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Dual, orthogonal linear polarization feeds and/or

polarization tracking May be required at some trunking

stations, if polarization frequency re-use is employ-

ed.	 Antennas will employ step-tracking to maintain a

pointing accuracy of one-fourth the half-power beam-

width for steady-state winds at 30 mph with gusts up

to 45 mph. The results of diversity-pair site experi-

ments will determine whether the wind-loading may be

relaxed (over that normally required at a single site).

5.1.2.4 STATION EIRP

The station	 EIRP	 will	 be 279 d6W in the Low Power

Mode and >83.8 dBW in the High Power Mode. The High

Power Mode may be switched in or out for uplink rain

response at each station as a result of downlink power

monitoring or by command override by the MCS via the

network Order Wire.

5.1.2.5 STATION G/T

The station G/T will be >28.6 dB/'K.

5.1.2.6 -EQUIPMENT  RELIABILITY

The trunking terminal equipment shall have an availa-

bility consistent with the rain margin availability of

.9999.	 This would normally require completely, redun-

dant units (except for the antenna) at each trunking

station.	 However it maybe possible to utilize the

diversity link itself to provide some of the required

redundan^ r,, , depending on the success of the diversity

experiments.
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S.?	 CPS SERVICE

5.2.1 CPS - SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM

5.2.1.1 NUMBER AND SIZE OF BEAMS

The satellite will provide 6 scanning-beams of .3'

beamwi0th which together can be pointed to any one of

a set of contiguous positions covering the CONUS area.

To reduce off-axis scanning tosses, the three scanning

beams will each have the capability to cover half of

CONUS and the other set of three will each have the

capability to coder the remaining half of CONUS. The

scanning beams' pointing will occur at a repetitive

frame rate (1 KHz) with dwell times at each position

programmable by ground command from the MCS.

5.2.1.2 CONNECTIVITY

Transmission channels will be Frequeacy Division Mul-

tiplexed (FDM) to provide up to seven channels per

-splink,, beam (three at 128 MBPS and four at 32 MRPS)

and two channels per downlink beam (each at 256 MBPS).

Each uplink or downlink channel can in turn operate in

a TOMA mode to accommodate multiple users per channel.

Each uplink channel can be connected to any downlink

channel through the Baseband Processor Unit (BPU).

The BPU will provide the following functions:

- Demodulation of each uplink channel

- FEC Decoding (R=1/2, K = 7, Soft Decision)-

Switchable by Ground Command.

Routing (including buffering and switching)-

under control of instructions determined by

ground command.
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FEC	 Encoding	 (R-1/2,	 K 4 7)-Switchable	 by

ground comman(i.

Modulation of each downlink channel.

There will be a maximum of eighteen 128 MBPS and

twenty-four 32 MBPS uplink channels to be demodulated

and twelve 256 MBPS downlink channels to be modulated

by the BPU, due to the FDM subchannels formed by the 6

scanning beams.	 For rain response, a minimum of 8

decoders and 4 encoders should be available to be

switched into any uplink or downlink channel respec-

tively.	 Routing will be quantized in units of 64 KPS

channels referred to the user rate, i.e. 64 bit blocks

at the TDMA frame rate of 1 KHz.	 Thus any 64 KBPS

sub-burst on an uplink channel can be routed to any

downlink channel. The BPU will assemble all traffic

destined for• a particular downlink channel so as to

require the minimum number of downlink bursts per

frame per channel.

Connectivity to rain zone E requires further design

study to d-velop an optimum approach. The increased

marqin can be obtained lay tailoring uplinks and/or

increased earth station antenna size.

5.2.1.3 TRANSPONDERS

For each of the 6 scanning-beams there will be one

equivalent transponder of 500 MHz nominal bandwidth

and continuous output power at 20 GHz of two 75 watt

power amplifiers.	 The input and output halves of the
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transponders are connected via the BPU as described in

Paragraph 5.2.1.2. The two CPS TWTA's are coupled at

their output% and routed to a single 20 GHz feed 0

form the two 256 Mbps downlink channels per beam; thus

with only a single TDMA carrier per TWT operation near

saturation will be possible.

The frequency response and linearity of each transpon-

der will be controlled over the central 20 MHz, 80 MHz

and 160 MHz for the 32 MBPS, 128 MBPS and 256 MBPS

channels respectively to minimize overal l BER vs Eb/No

degradation.	 Critical parameters to be controlled

include:

- Amplitude Flatness

'	 - Group Relay

- AM-to-PM Conversion

- AM-to-AM Conversion (uplink channels)

- Phase Noise

i
- Out-of-Band Response

Adjacent Channel Interference (Downlink Chan-

nels.

5.2.1.4 SATELLITE EIRP

The EIRP for each of the two downlinks of each scan-
;,

Wing beam will be ?64.3 dBW at all scanned positions.

5.2.1.5 SATELLITE G/T

The satellite G/T for each scanning-beam will be

>20.5 dB/'K.
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5.2.1.6 SCANNING-SEAM ANTENNA PATTERNS
U

The scanning-beam antenna patterns will provide side-

lobe isolation X30 dS between co-polarized, co-chan-

nel beams within their 3 dB contours, whenever the

beam point inq positons are separated by at least .9'

( three: beam widths) and, if polarization frequency re-

US0	 is employed, 2235 dS clear sky isolation between

orthogonally-polarized co-channels within the 3 dB

contour of the same beam.

Scanning-beam pointing accuracy will be maintained to

within one-fourth beamwidth (one-half beamwidth dur-

inq station keeping maneuvers) by automatic control of

the spacecraft's attitude via monopulse tracking feeds

on at least three (f i xed ) beams and by contro 1 of the

phase- shifters at each feed element if necessary.	 The

total number of scanning-beam steerable positions will

be such as to allow complete CONUS coverage with the

minimum percentage of metropolitan areas located on

the beam edges.

5.2.1.7 SATELLITE MASTER OSCILLATOR

The satellite MO is described in 5.1.1.7. 	 The MO may

also be used to assist in the carrier and bit-timing

recovery circuits of the uplink demodulators, depend-

ing upon the CPS stations' ability to (1) maintain

their own frequency accuracy (with respect to the

frequency standard of the MCS) and (2) track out Dop-

pler due to satellite motion. 	 For the initial net-
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work, this CPS capability will probably not be imple-

mented, and therefore the demodulators should not

depend upon a long term relative stability between the

MO and the CPS uplink frequencies of better than 10-7.

5.2.1.8 TELEMETRY AND COMMAND

The Telemetry link will send status of critical para-

meters to the MCS, possibly including received uplink

power for each channel and uplink BER indications for

those channels which have the FEC decoders switched

in.

The uplink command channel will enable MCS control of

the FEC decoders and encoders, scanning-beam pointing

commands for the 6 scanning beams, MO frequency con-

trol, routing instructions to the BPU, attitude-con-

trol bias offsets, and other "house-keeping" functions

including switching-in redundant units.

5.1.1.9 REDUNDANT UNITS

The scanning-beam transponders should have common

units enabling a 1-for -N redundancy for failed units.

Critical paths such as the BPU and the MO (plus rela-

ted frequency synthesizers) should have at least a 1

for 1 redundancy.	 All redundant units are switchable

by -ground command.

5.2.2 CPS - GROUND TERMINAL

5.2.2.1 SPACE DIVERSITY

Space diversity normally will not be required at CPS
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ground stations to meet the link availabilities of

.995 to .999.	 However larger capacity stations loca-

ted in Rain tone E may be able to ,justify a diversity

terminal pair.

5.2.2.2 TRANSMISSION MODE(S)

The CPS station will operate its uplink at either 128

MOPS or 32 MOPS QPSK TOMA with or without an FEC en-

coder (R=1/2, W).	 Downlinks will operate at 256

MOPS QPSK TOMA. Scanning beam and TOMA burst synchro-

nization will be achieved "open-loop" via MCS derived

slant range measurements and "linearized" range calcu-

lation for each station.	 The TOMA Mux will provide

user rate to burst rate data conversion and assembly

on transmit and the inverse functions on receive.	 A

station will be able to transmit and receive up to 4

bursts per frame.

5.2.2.3 EARTH STATION ANTENNA

The normal maximum antenna diameter will be 3.5 me-

ters.	 If polarization frequency re-use is used, 	 dual

orthogonal linear polarization feeds and/nr polariza-

tion tracking may be required at some CPS stations.

Antennas will employ either step-tracking or "command-

ed" tracking (open loop).	 Antennas will maintain a

pointing accuracy of one-half the half power beamwi dth

for steady state winds of 60 mph with gusts up to 80

mph .



5.2.2.4 STATION U RP

The station EIRP will	 be X66.8 d6w in the Low Power

Mode and >8OdBw in the 	 High	 Power Mode.	 The High

Power Mode may be switched in or out for uplink rain

r

	

	 response by remote control of the MCS for unattended

stations.

^► ,l.7,5 STATION G/T

The station G/T will be >23.0 dB/'K.

5.2,2.6 EQUIPMENT RELIABILITY^r

The CPS terminal equipment shall have an availability

>.999.	 This may require redundancy	 of critical ele-

ments.

5.3	 MASTER CONTROL STATION

5.3.1 RANGING, TRACKING AND SYNCHRONIZATION

The MCS will track the 30/20 GHz satellite for the

purposes of:

(1) Planning and executing periodic station-keeping

maneuvers (design goal is +.05' North-South and +.05'

East-West)

(2) Providing network synchronization for TDMA opera-

tion in both the trunking and CPS systems.

Slant range from each of four trunking stations to the

satellite will be measured to an initial accuracy of

5200	 nanoseconds.	 Two-station turn-around ranging

signals generated at the MCS (colocated with one of

the trunking stations) may be used in cooperation with

three	 other	 trunking	 stations;	 alternatively,	 the
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transmission and reception of a TDMA Unique Word from

each of the four stations may be used to measure the

slant ranges.

The MCS will compute the satellite's ephemerides

(State Vector) from the four slant ranges at least

Dance per minute. It will then transmit this epheme-

ris, together with at least three of the four slant

ranges to each network station via the network Order

Wire (OW).	 Each station will then compute its own

slant range to an	 initial accuracy of <200 nanosec-

onds; alternatively the MCS may make the individual

station-to-satellite slant-range calculation, in which

case the MCS would transmit these slant ranges to each

network station via the OW.

At unattended CPS stations, employing commanded an-

tenna pointing (open-loop), the MCS may also compute

the local azimuth and elevation angle, for each sta-

tion and transmit these as pointing commands to the

station's antenna subsystem.

The MCS derived range measurement accuracies and com-

putational speed should be capable of eventual growth,

so that for a fully deployed network with 1,000 to

10,000 stations range and range rate accuracies can be

improved by a factor of at least 100 to minimize inef-

ficiencies due to guard times and/or preambles in a

TDMA network with 100 to 1,000 accesses per beam per

frame.
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5.3.7 ROUTING CONTROL

5.3.l.I TRUNKING

The MCS will compute the trunking network's Satellite

Switch TDMA beam interconnectivity modes and mode

duration from the total traffic demand matrix. It

will then reconfigure the satellite switch via the

command link and send the appropriate burst assign-

ments to each trunking station via the OW. Algorithms

that minimize the number of bursts per station ano;or

maximize the trunking throughput efficiency of the

satellite will be used.

5.3.2.2 CPS

The MCS will compute the routing assignments and cor-

responding scanning-beam pointing frame sequence

(phase shifter commands) and dwell-times for the total

CPS traffic demand. These instructions will be trans-

mitted from the MCS to the Satellite's BPU via the

command link.	 At the the same time burst assignments

will be sent by the MCS to the CPS stations via the

OW. Algorithms will be used to reconfigure the rout-

ing for the most efficient use of the CPS throughput

capacity. The algorithms will also take into account

potential co-channel interference between pairs of the

six scanning beams; that is, beams will be pointed to

minimize interference due to sidelobes to the extent

practicable.
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5.3.1 ADAPTIVE RAIN RESPONSE

! ► . 3. 3 . I TRUNK I NG

The MCS will monitor the received signal power levels

,ind Hr R% at each Trunking station from signals uplink-

ed from ear.h of the other trunking uplink beams. it

wi 1 l then command the High Power Mode for the downlink

transmitters) via the command link and for the uplink

transmitter(s) via tn o OW.	 It may also grant request-

inq trunkinq station, permission to switch between Low

Power and High Power modes for their uplinks based

upon locally determined need.	 In any event the MCS

will monitor the current status of °.hL High Power

Modes at both the satellite and the earth stations to

determine potential interference to links not using

High Power Mode(s) and to limit the number and dura-

tion of High-Power Modes in the satllite to remain

within power supply constraints.

5.3.3.2

The MCS will monitor the received signal power levels

and HER's at each CPS station via the OW; it may also

monitor received uplink signal power levels (and BER

for channels using FEC decoders) at the satellite via

the telemetry link.	 It will then instruct appropriate

CPS stations to switch to the High/Low Power Mode

and/or to switch in FEC uplink encoders and/or down-

link decoders via the OW.	 It will also command the

satellite BPU to switch in FEC uplink decoders and/or

downlink encoders into the appropriate channels.



5.3.4 FREQUENCY CONTROL OF THE SATELLITE MA

The MCS will control the frequency of the satellite MO

to 51 x 10- 7 (long term) using a "disciplined" Phase

Locked Loop approach. It will transmit digital "error

voltage" increments via the command link which are
F

converted to analog corrections at the MO's PLL com-

parator .

i,	 %AIELL I TE '.W1 Tr,H TQMA SYNCHRONIZATION

The MCS will "acquire" the satellite switch. with the

aid of the "disciplined" PLL MO procedLre outlined in

Section 5.3.4, and transmit Reference Unique Words

every frame as appropriate so that bath Trunking and

CPS stations can establish receive synchronization

with respect to the satellite's 1 KHz frame rate.

5.3.6 SATELLITE "HOUSEKEEPING" FUNCTIONS

The following functions will be performed at the MCS:

- Maintain satellite attitude control	 and	 antenna'

pointing.

- Perform station-keeping maneuvers.

- Monitor the "health" of critical satellite subsys-

tem parameters via the telemetry link. Command

redundant configurations in the case of component

failures.
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V11w
30/20 GHz EXPERIMENTAL, COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

	

1.0	 STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:

The requirements of this subtask are to identify the

minimum IW O GHz Experimental Communication System

Functiondi requirements capable of demonstrating the

al► 1► i lcdhi I ity of 30/20 GHz satellite systems and their

necessary supporting technology to commercial ser-

vices.

	

2.0	 INTRODUCTION;

The primary purposes of the 30/20 GHz Experimental

Communications Program are;	 A)	 to identify projected

services that are viable candidates for 30/20 GHz

communication systems; B) develop the critical tech-

nology required to facilitate use of that frequency

band; and C) to design, construct, and operate an

experimental satellite system that will demonstrate

the technology developed and applicability of the

system to commerc i a 1 ser y ices, and prov ide the fac i 1 i -

ties to evaluate other technical and propagation fac-

tors that have an influence on system performance.

In summary, NASA's main thrust is to develop and de-

monstrate the technology necessary to design and im-

plement operational 30/20 GHz systems at the time

satellite service growth and market demands mandate

expansion to that hand.	 NASA's purpose is not consid-

ered to be oriented toward design and construction of
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an operational system directiid toward development of
z

specific market areas. 	 ?

Thc, 30/20 GHz program ob,iectives provided the	 uide-9

lines for developing the experimental system function-

al requirements described in this section. 	 Considera-

tion is given to:

• NASA's new technology development programs

- Operational trunking/CPS system requirements

- The experiments proposed by the CWG and NASA

that have been incorporated into the Experi-

ment Planning Document.

3.0	 METHODOLOGY

The 30/20 GHz experimental system functional require-

ments have been derived based on the following:

- Incorporation within the satellite communica-

tion subsystem of the new technology hardware

being developed under the auspices of NASA.

- Incorporation of those operational system

functional requirements (developed in Section

VI) in the experimental system necessary to

demonstrate applicability of the 30/20 GHz

systems to commercial trunking and CPS ser-

vices.

- Considering the Experiment Planning nocument,

incorporation of as many of the experiment

technical features as is practical.



	

4.0	 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

	

4.1	 NEW TECHNOLOGY:

The new technology being developed by NASA includes:

scanning antenna for CPS applications

Low noise wideband receiver (30 GHz)

Impatt Power Amplifiers

C;^ ,;FEr Power Amplifiers

Dual Mode TWTA's

TDMA IF switches

Baseband Processors

The new technology hardware is incorporated in the

communications subsystem as shown on the experimental

system block diagrams. 	 The dual mode TWTA is essen-

tial to demonstrating operational system capabilities

since both low and high power (IOW/75W) operation is

required in the trunking system, and the CPS sys'p,i

requires a transmitter with a minimum output power of

15 watts. The output power levels expected from the

Impatt and GaAsFET amplif i rs (10W) are adequate for

clear weather trunking operation only and cannot pro-

vide the higher power required to meet CPS require-

ments and the high power required in the trunking

system to provide additional adaptively controlled

margin to compensate for rain attenuation on the down-

links.
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4.2	 DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

4.2.1 GENERAL SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

In Section VI operational system (trunking and CPS)

functional requirements were identified based on esti-

mated accessible Ka band market share and mix that may

he captured by a Western Union type common carrier.

The conclusion was that 500 MBPS SS-TDMA channels are

a reasonable choice for trunking and that a mix of 32

MBPS and 128 MBPS uplink channels and 256 MBPS down-

link channels is a reasonable choice for CPS systems

except in the case of rain zone E. To meet CPS avail-

ability requirements in rain zone E one proposed de-

sign would customize uplink transmission rates to

indi; , idual	 CPS earth	 station capacities	 using FOM

channels as required and reduce the downlink TDMA

transmission rate to 64/128 MBPS. (In addition the

size of the proposed CPS earth station antennas in

rain zone E would be increased to 5M.)

Another alternative for improving availability is the

use of the Ku band for rain zone E. This would re-

quire a satellite with Ku-band receivers and transmit-

ters interconnected to the Ka band channels operating

in the other six CONUS rain zones. 	 Interconnectivity

could also be achieved by double hopping or via an

intersatellite link.

4. .2 PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES

Experimental system quality performance objectives are
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the same as those identified for the operational sys-

tem in Section VI:

- oat-,	BER S1 x 10-7

- Voice	 BER {1 x 10-6

- Video	 BER <1 x 10-6

The data BER requirement is the cont roIIing system

design criteria.	 Other major performance parameters

( e . q . availability) will be measured as part of the

experimental program with margins adjusted according-

I Y.

4.2.3 TRANS MISSION LINK BUDGETS

Tables V-1 through V-3, V-8, V-10, VII-1, and VII-2

give the link budgets for the trunking and CPS sys-

tems.	 In the CPS case for rain zone E, Tables VII-1

and VII-?. give the link budgets using a 5 M antenna to

provide uplink FOM transmission at 6.3 MBPS and ThMA

transmission at	 16 MBPS respectively with downlink

TOMA transmission at 128 MBPS.

For the 16 MBS TOMA case a 5 M system is 2.9 dB shy on

margin to meet a .9990 availability requirement in

rain zone E.	 Required performance can be met with a 7

M system.	 A study of alternative approaches and cost

trade-offs is required for the CPS system to develop

optimum designs for rain zone E.

4.2.4 SYSTEM MARGINS

Sow a normal operating margins to offset rain attenua-

tion effects have been provided in the link budgets.
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To meet trunking and CPS availability objectives of

.9999 and .9990, respectively, additional system mar-

qins are required.

As discussed in Section V, in the case of the trunking

system adaptive power control on the uplink and down-

link, and space diversity earth stations at each

trunking node, will provide the additional margins

required.	 In the case of the CPS system (with the

exception of Rain Zone E) adaptive uplink power con-

trol

	

	 and adaptive uplink and down.,lt,nk FEC will be
a

adequate to provide the additional margins required.

In the cease of rain zone E, a larger earth station

antenna and operation at reduced transmission data

rates are required.

4.2.5 TOMA SYNCHRONIZATION

in Section V-5 and 5-3, three TOMA synchronization

approaches, two closed loop and one open loop, were

identified.  The open loop approach is similar  to that

proposed by TRW, but with less stringent accuracy and

update frequency. 	 Since the number of earth stations

is limited in the demonstration system, a highly pre-

cise approach which maximizes TOMA frame efficiency,

such as that recommended by TRW, is no: necessary.

The recommendation is to implement the demonstration

TOMA system using the open loop approach identified in

the operational systems functional requirements.

4.2.6 TRUNKING	 CPS CROSS CONNECTIVITY

An investigation of the technical and cost trade-offs

of providing cross connectivity between CPS and trunk-
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inq systems on-board the satellite or simply adding

CPS capabilities in the trunking earth stations is

recommended. Since there are a limited number of

trunking earth stations the latter approach may be

preferable. , Switching can be incorporated at trunking

earth stations to route CPS traffic through trunking

channels where the terminating node is another trunk-

ing earth station or through a CPS channel where the

terminating node is a CPS earth station.

4.x.7 FREQUENCY PLAN

The frequency plan for the demonstration system should

include orthogonal polarized transmission of a common

channel to conduct frequency reuse and depolarization

experiments.	 The experiments should be conducted in

both the trunking and CPS cases.

4.3	 DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1 TRUNKING - SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM

4.3.1.1 TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS

SS-TOMA	 500 MBPS

FOM	 274 MBPS (T-4)

NTSC color	 video-analog 36 MHz BW

4.3.1.2 NUMBER OF BEAMS

At least seven .3' beams are required to demonstrate

technology, system performance, and to conduct propa-

9ation related experiments in all CONUS rain zones.

Candidate beam cities are:

. 	 9
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Rain Zone	 City

B	 Denver

San Francisco or Seattle

i ► I	Cleveland

02	New York

D3	Memphis

E	 Tampa

F	 Los Angeles

At least one beam should be steerabie to conduct in-

terbeam interference and frequency reuse experiments,

preferable in heavy rain zone areas (e.g. 	 Memphis

beam steerabie to Tampa).	 At least these two beams

should be designed for orthogonally polarized trans-

mission. System design should clearly demonstrate

approach, requirements, and cost to provide full con-

nectivity between twenty or more trunking nodes.

4.3.1.3 CONNECTIVITY

TDMA - Full connectivity between all seven beams is

not essential, but they should be capable of being

interconnected in groups of at least four.

FDM	 Connectivity between beam pairs, preferably

beams directed to high rain zone areas.

Video - Connectivity between beam pairs.

4.3.1.4 SWITCHING

TDMA SWITCH - An on-board TDMA switch is required to

provide connectivity between beams. Switching mod_i

and mode lengths should be reconfigurable on command
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from the MCS.	 Mode changes should be synchronized to

avoid loss of data in the experimental network.

FDM - Switch:	 FDM switching is required to connect

selected beam pairs. FDM experiments need not be

conducted simultaneously with TDMA or video experi-

ments, therefore common transponder(s) can be used to

conduct TDMA, FDM, and video experiments. 	 The FDM

-.witch should he capable of bypassing the TDMA switch.

Video - For video experiments the FDM switch can be

used to bypass the TDMA switch and provide connecti-

vity between selected beam pairs. Selection of the FDM

or video transmission mode can be accomplished at the

earth stations.

4.3.1.5 TRANSPONDERS

At least six transponders are required, four on- line

and two back-up.	 In addition at !cast one Impatt and

one GaAsFEf Amplifier should be incorporated i n the

design.	 The frequency plan should include adjacent

frequency assignments to permit interchannel interfer-

ence evaluation experiments.

4.3.1.5.1 TRANSPONDER POWER

A Dual mode TWTA is required:

Low Power mode - nominally 10 watts

High Power mode - minimum 75 watts

4.3.1.5.2 TRANSPONDER BANDWIDTH

TD_ - The bandwidth should be compatible with the

burst rate, nominally 315 MHz for 500 MBPS burst rate
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(1.25 x symbol rate for gPSK modulation).

FI M - Nominal iy 175 MHz for 274 MBPS transmission data

rite (1.9 r) x symbol rate for gPSK modulation).

Video - The bandwidth should be 36 MHz for NTSC color

video.

4.3.1.6 SATELLITE EIRP

TDMA - Low Power Mode:	 58.2 d8w min.

High Power Mode:	 66.95 dBw min.

FDM - High Power Mode:	 12.75 d8w/carrier

Video_- High Power Mode: 	 12.75 d8w/carrier

Note:	 The Video EIRP is based on 53 d8 SNR with a

4.75 dB margin.	 Since SNR can degrade to about 45 dB

before noticeable impulse noise occurs, the effective

margin is about 12.75 dB. Diversity gain can provide

additional margin to maintain performance.

4.3.1.7 SATELLITE G/T

Objective:	 21.4 dB/'K

4.3.1.8 ANTENNA POINTING

Station keeping pointing accuracy should be compatible

with the beamwidths to maintain synchronization and

the communication link's performance even during sta-

tion keeping manoevers. A monopulse tracking receiver

will be needed to track pilot carrier frequency nor-

mally, and provide programmed tracking corrections to

maintain	 pointing	 accuracy during station 	 keeping

maneuvers.
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4.3.1.1 ON-BOARD MONITOR

Monitors for uplink power control may be incorporated

in satellite or at earth stations.

4.3.1.10 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

Figure VII-1 shows a functional block diagram of the

satellite trunking communication subsystem.

4.3.?	 TRUNKING - EARTH STATIONS

4.4.I.1 "J'ACE DIVERSITY

Space diversity earth stations are required at each

trunking node to meet availability objectives.

4.3.2.2 TRANSMISSION MODES

TOMA - 500 MAPS TDMA using QPSK Modulation all earth

stations.

FDM - Up to two 2°'4 MRPS FDM channels using QPSK Mod-..__

ulation at selected earth stations.

Video - One 36 MHz analoq video channel at selected

earth stations.

A

.	 I

.-

4.3.2.3	 ANTENNA

4.3.2.3.1 DIAMETER:	 5.0 meter

4.3.2.3.2 POLARIZATION

Dual linear polarization feeds at

systems. (Tampa being one of them).

tion elsewhere.

4.3.2_.3.3 TRACKING

Step tracked.

4.3.2.4 HPA POWER

450 Watt minimum flange power.

two trunking mode

Single polariza-
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4.i.?.h HPA POWER CONTROL

1ti watt to 4SO watt

4.3.?.6 DIVERSITY SWITCH

A diversity switch is required. Transmission between

diversity earth stations should be at transmission

lata rates (500 MOPS TDMA, 274 MOPS FOM).

4.3.2.7 DIVERSITY EARTH STATIONS INTERCONNECT LINK

"iber Optic repeaters spaced approximately 2 KM apart.

Mux/Demux at switch (one site) only.

Note:	 This assumes availability of hardware at the

500 Mbps rate.	 Alternatively, the signals can be

broken down and assembled at each station and trans-

milted using parallel 44.7 MBPS links.

4.3.2.8 FAULT MONITOR AND CONTROL

Status and alarm outputs interfaced to OW channel for

transmission to MCS.	 Control inputs interfaced to OW

channel from MCS.

4.3.2.9 INSTRUMENTATION

In accordance with test and experiment requirements.

4.3.?..10 INTERSTATION COMMUNICATION

Via an OW channel.

4.3.2.11 ADAPTIVE CONTROL MONITORS

Monitors with appropriate logic to identify the need

for adaptive uplink power control should be incorpor-

ated in the earth stations.

4.3.2.12 TDMA SYNCHRONIZATION

Open loop approach using ranging data from master

I
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ranging stations via OW channel.
k

4.3.2.13 BASEBAND INTERFACES

r
	 TDMA/TDM - T-1 interface ports at Terrestrial Inter-	

1

L	 face Modules.

F
	

Video_- Picture Video 1.0 V p-p; Audio +8dBm/600 ohms

4.3.1.14 REDUNDANCY - Non-redundant equipment only for demon-

,trdtion system. Consider diversity stations as back-

up for edr,h other for equipment failure as well as

propagation problems.

4.3.2.15 SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

Fiqure VII-2 shows a functional block diagram of the

satellite CPS communication subsystem.

4.3.3 CPS - SATELLITE COMMUNICATION SUBSYSTEM

4.3.3.1 TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS

- UPLINK:

	

	 32/128 MBPS QPSK TDMA - All rain zones

except E

6.3/12.6 MOPS QPSK-FDM Rain Zone E

DOWNLINK:	 256 MOPS QPSK TDMA - All rain zones

i
except E

128 MOPS TDMA - Rain Zone E

4.3.3.2 COVERAGE

The demonstration system should have both scanning

beam and contiguous fixed beam coverage to provide the

capability to make comprehensive comparisons between

the two approaches. Concerns with scanning beam

systems include capacity limitations, scanning losses,

synchronization	 complexity,	 gain	 contour	 slope
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effects, etc.	 Concerns with contiguous spot beams

include switching end hardware complexity.

The CPS feed(s) should be designed to demonstrate and

provide for analysis of frequency reuse and depolar-

isation affects using orthogonally polarized transmis-

0 on within each beam and adjacent beams. 	 Frequency

reuse via beam separation should also be demonstrated.

Full CONUS coverage is desirable in the demonstration

system.

If CONUS coverage cannot be implemented in the demon-

stration system the detailed design plan should clear-

ly identify the design approach, performance, and cost

to extend the coverage as well as the design approach

for frequency reuse and implementation of at least ten

CPS transponder on each satellite.

4.3.3.3 CONNECTIVITY

The CPS System is expected to be comprised of` a large

number of individual networks (corporate, institution-

al, government, carrier, etc.), in which connectivity

btween user network nodes is provided via wired or

permanently assigned channels. In addition there will

also b.- a pool of Demand Assigned Multiple Access

channels to provide service to customers on a call-by-

call basis.

On board routing for the individual user networks

can be essentially fixed in the basband processor

instructions and would normally require only occasion-
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al reassignment as a customer expands his network,

terminates services, or as a new customer enters the

CIS System, A user may, however, have a need to cross

r.onnr_, ct, to other user networks or may require access

to DAMA channels to accommodate an overload condition

on his network.

in the case of UAMA channels the requirement is to

c;ro%% connect, or route any input channel to any output

channel.

Under the assumption that 70% of the CPS capacity will

be utilized by user networks with fixed connectivity

requiring occasional reassignments, and that 30% of

the capacity will be utilized on a DAMA basis, the

amount of real time processing is substantially re-

duced.

4.3.3.4 BASEBAND PROCESSOR UNIT_(BPU)

The Baseband Processor Unit (BPU) will provide the ca-

pability to route any uplink message channel to any

downlink message channel, irrespective of RF Channels.

The BPU includes:

-	 Demodulators

-	 FEC Decoders (R 112, K = 1) Soft Decision

Decoding)

-	 FEC Encoders (R 112, K = 7)

-	 Routing /Switching Buffers

-	 Modulators

-	 Processor Control
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-	 Uplink TDMA Expansion Buffers, Synchronization,

and Control

-	 Downlink TDMA compression buffers, high speed mux,

synchronization, framing, and control.

4.3.3.5 CPS - RECEIVE SUBSYSTEM

UPLINK	 CARRIER NO.	 OF TRANSMISSION RECEIVE
SIZE	 (MOPS) CARRIERS MODE BANDWIDTH

(MHz)

32 8 TDMA 20

128 2 TDMA 80

16 4 TDMA 10	 (Rain
Zone E)

6.3 10 FDM/TDM 4	 (Rain
Zone E)

Uplink Modulation - QPSK

Bandwidth = 1.25 X symbol rate

4.3.3.6 CPS - TRANSMIT SUBSYSTEM

DOWNLINK CARRIER NO. OF	 TRAN'^MISSION
SIZE (MBPS)	 CARRIERS	 MODE

256	 2	 TDMA

128	 1	 TDMA

TRANSMIT
BANDWIDTH

(MHz)

160

80 (Rain
Z one E)
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4.3.3.1 1)0WNLINK TWTA POWER (FLANGE)

18.75 dBw (75W) minimum all carriers.	 Single mode.

4.3.3.8 SATELLITE EIRP

64.3 d8w per channel minimum - all carriers.

4.3.3.9 SATELLITE G/T

Objective 20.5 dB/'K

4.3.3.10 ON-BOARD ADAPTION MONITOR/CONTROL

Appropriate status ,,utputs and summary alarms trans-

mitted via the TT&C channel to the MCS are required.

Communications subsystems switching and c9ntrol re-

ceived via command channel from MCS.

4.3.4 CPS -EARTH STATIONS

4.3.4.1 TRANSMISSION REQUIREMENTS:

- UPLINK

32/12.8 MBPS TDMA Carriers

16 MBPS TDMA Carriers	 (Rain Zone E)

6.3MBPS FDM/TDM Carriers	 (Rain Zone E)

- DOWN N^

256MBPS TDMA Carriers

128MBPS TOMA Carriers	 (Rain Zone E)

4.3.4.2 ANTENNA:

4.3.9.2.1 DIAMETER:

3.5 Meter - Rain Zones B, C, D 1 , 0 2 , 0 3 , F

5.0 Meter - Rain Zone E

4.3.4.2.2 POLARIZATION

Orthogonal linear polarizatiur, to provide for frequen-

cy reuse and depolarization experiments within a com-

mon beam and between adjacent beams.
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4.3.4.7.3 TRACKING

Step track.

4. 5.4.7.4 (a/1

^73d8/'K :	 3.5M system r71dB/'K : 5.OM system

4.3.4.3 HPA POWER

450 Watt minimum flange power

4.3.4.4 HPA POWER CONTROL

Adaptive-15 watts to 4')k) watts

4.3.4.5 FAULT MONITOR AND C' "!1 R 0 L

Status and alarm ou,puts interfaced to OW channel for

transmission to MCS.	 Control inputs interfaced to OW

channel from MCS.

4.3.4.6 INSTRUMENTATION:

In accordance with test and experiment requirements.

4.3.4.7 INTERSTATION COMMUNICATION

OW to MCS onl y. 	Individual network interstation com-

munications via des i gnat t> d voice OW channel.

4.3.4.8 ADAPTIVE MONITOR/CONTROL

Down Iink	 BER/Carrier	 I o v e I monitors for control of

adaptive downlink FE:C via MCS.

Control to initiate adaptive uplink power and uplink

FEC upon command from the M,,;).

4.3.4.9 TDMA SYNCHRONIZATION

Open loop as described for trunk ing system. A detail-

ed	 investigation/analysis	 is	 required	 to	 establish

synchronization	 requirements	 and system performance

with scanning beam and fixed contiguous beam systems.
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4.3.4.10 INTERFACES

64 KBPS to 1.544 MBPS customer/terrestrial interfaces.

A mixture of interface port rates selected fnr each

CPS earth test for demonstration.

4.3.4.11 REDUNDANCY

Redundancy only as required to meet CPS availability

criteria.	 On shelf spares at depot locations.

4.4	 MA11TER CONTROL STATION

All of the demonstation system spacecraft monitor/con-

trot functions and the communications network control

functions are centralized at the Master Control Sta-

tion (MCS) .

4.4.1 COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK CONTROL FUNCTIONS

4.4.1.1 SYSTEM TOMA SYNCHRONIZATION

The open loop synchronization approach described in

Section V and Section VI is recommended for the demon-

stration.

4.4.1.7. CONTROL SPACECRAFT MASTER OSCILLATOR (M0)

Frequency 'lock spacecraft MO to MCS master oscillator

via disciplined PLL control loop as discussed in Sec-

tion VI.

4.4.1.3 CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT/ROUTING CONTROL

The channel assignment/routing control unit is the

central control center for channel assignments and

message routing.	 It performs:

Pre-programmed assignment of fixed channels,

burst slots, and routing by manual entry.
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Determination of SS - TDMA switch interconnec-

tivity mode lengths based on trunking earth

station capacity requirements.

-

	

	 Stored program control for CPS Baseband Pro-

ces5 or .

Reconfiguration of burst lengths or assign-

ment of additional burst slots to accommodate

FEC rain-re ponsQ requirements.

Computation of optimum scan pattern for the

CPS scanning beam approach and generation of

the required phase shift control commands.

4.4.1.4 ADAPTIVE RAIN RESPONSE

Central command and control point for;

-	 Uplink and downlink power control for trun-

king network.

Control of CPS UL and DL FEC separately for

each earth station link.

Uplink power control for CPS.

4.4.1.5 EARTH STATION MONITOR/CONTROL

Remote monitoring of trunking/CPS earth station sta-

tus. Remote control of critical earth station func-

tions.

4.4.1.6 SPACECRAFT MONITOR/CONTROL

-	 PCF for spacecraft antenna painting control.

Computation of spacecraft range, range rate

(state vectors).
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SS-TOMA Switch Mode Control

Orbit Control

•	 Attitude Control

Power Control

Thermai Control

Solar Control

r.vents Control

Switchinq (redundancy, confiqurat ion ,etc. )

Maintenance

4.S	 SYSTEM INTERFACES

4.5.1	 TRUNKING NETWORK

- Voice orderwire channel between trunk ing earth

stations.

Customer baseband interfaces.

OW channel between trunking earth stations and

MCS for:

-	 Voice communication

-	 Earth stations - status/control

-	 TOMA synchronization/burst assignments.

-	 Adaptive rain response monitor/control

4.5.2	 CPS SYSTEM

- OW channel between CPS earth stations and MCS

fe)r:

-	 Voice communication'

-

	

	 Earth station status/control

Synchronization

Adaptive rain response monitor/control
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4.5.3

4.6

Channel/burst assignments.

*For hiqh capacity earth stations only.	 In other

cases only a low speed alarm/control channel is

required.

MCS AND SPACECRAFT

- TT&C and wideband channels for:

Spacecraft status (Telemetry/T ticking)

Spacecraft command and control

-	 Trunking SS-TDMA switch mode control

and beam switching

Routing/switching control and status of

CPS baseband swtich.

CPS scanning beam control

Adaptive rain response

monitor/control.

DEMONSTRATION SYSTZ'M EXPERIMENT CAPABILITIES:

The functional requirements outlined in the preceding

subsections will provide transmission system capabili-

ties to conduct most of the service, technology, and

combined service/technology experiments in the Exper-

iments Planning Document.

Key experiments are those that are propagation relat-

ed, particularly measurement of diversity gain in high

rain climate regions where single site attenuation

substantially exceeds 20 dB.

The proposed experiments that can be conducted with

addition of appropriate instrumentation and terminal

facilities are:
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Service Experiments

PS-1 1 PS-2, PS-3 9 PS-8 9 PS-9, PS-10, PS-11,

PS-12, PS-13 9 PS-14, PS-15, PS-16, PS-24,

PS-25, PS-26, PS-21, PS-28, PS-29, PS-30,

PS-31, PS-32, PS-33, PS-34.

In the case of PS-16 the terrestrial interface must be

designed to be compatible with the fiber optic link,

T-3 interface probably.	 Experiments PS-28, PS-30, and

PS-34 are experiments that require carrier participa-

t ion.

- Technology

PT-1, PT-2, PT-3, PT-4, PT-5 1 PT-7, PT-9, PT-

10, PT-15, PT-16, PT-18, PT-19, PT-20, PT-21,

PT-23, PT-24, PT-25, PT-2E.

Service and TechnologyExperiments

PSAT-3, PSAT-4, PSAT-5, PSAT-6, PSAT-8, PSAT-

9.

The proposed experiments that cannot be conducted with

the demonstration system described are:

• PSAT-1, PSAT-2 2 PSAT-1, PSAT-11

The special	 capabilities required for these

experiments are not incorporated in the func-

tional requirements identified.

P7'-&, PT-14, PT-17, PT-22rrrrarr¢e^,nna^.r_^^.^^.

These experiments	 require an	 intersatellite

link that has not yet been identified as a

30/20 GHz program requirement.
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PT-12

FEC has not been incorporated in the function-

al requirements as identified pending more

specific requirements.

PT-13

Recommendations via the proposed experiment

pending NASA review.

PS-4

Beyond scope of 30120 GHZ program.	 Additional

hardware required.

PS-17

Trunking	 stations	 are	 diversity facilities.

Diversity experiment as described can be im-

plemented with a transportable earth station

in conjunction with NYC facilities.

PS 18, PS-19, PS-20, PS-21, PS-22

Can be accomplished by simulations.

PS-23

"C" band capabilities not being considered

because of the saturated status of available

"C" band orbital slots.
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510	 30/20 GHZ DEMONSTRATION SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL PRIORITIES

5.1	 GENERAL:	 The demonstration system functional require-

ments defined in the proceeding sections are those

considered necessary for demonstrating the applica-

bility of a 30/20 GHZ satellite communication system

to projected trunking and CPS carrier needs and ser-

Vices.

In the on-going Phase I1 study efforts the study con-

tractors have developed baseline and alternate demon-

stration system design concepts. These identify the

range of capabilities that might be developed and

implemented in flight systems with various size launch

vehicles (SUSS-0, SUSS-A, etc) and develop program

Brost projections for various required system capabili-

ties. The demonstration system functional require-

ments and study contractor design concepts have been

reviewed to rank the 30120 GHZ technology and capa-

hilities considered essential for demonstrating a

30/20 GH? system for trunking and CPS carrier service

applications in order of importance.

5.2	 MODULATION TYPES

In Section II of this report three types of carriers

were	 identified;	 trunking	 only carriers.	 CPS only

carriers, and carriers providing both trunking and CPS

services.	 To meet the needs of the three types of

carriers the demonstration system must provide both

trunking and CPS capabilities.
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In the trunking case three types of transmission cape-

bilities have been identified; TDMA, FDMA, and analog

video.	 From a carrier point of view TDMA is the pre-

ferred transmission approach because it is more effi-

cient and has greater flexibility than FDMA. 	 The rela-

tive order of importance is, therefore, TDMA, FDMA, and

analoq video.	 The latter has been included in the

functional requirements not as a trunking alternative,

but to verify performance capbilities in the 30/20 GHZ

band for video service application.

In the case of CPS demonstration system capabilities

the size of the potential aggregate of o s e networks

and relatively large number of earth stations mandates

that they be low cost, with only a level of redundancy

adequate to meet CPS availability criteria.	 There are

propagation (rain attenuation) problems associated with

the CPS system concept that will probably result in

custo(r.izing uplink/downlink channels and transmission

rates to satisfy availability criteria.	 Consequently,

both TDMA and FDMA transmission capabilities should be

demonstrated.

5.3	 SATELLITE ANTENNAS

The CPS system will be comprised of a large number of

individual user networks with network nodes that can

be located throughout the CONUS area.	 Demonstration

if the CPS system's capability to provide CONUS cov-

erage through the use of scanning beams and contiguous
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beams is necessary,,	 since there exists a fair level

of concern relative to the performance capabilities of

both approaches.	 In view of this performance uncer•.

tainty it is desirable to implement both types of

antenna systems on the demonstration flight to eval-

uate their relative performance capabilities and to

develop the necessary synchronization techniques re-

quired for system operation.

	

5.4	 SATELLITE SIGNAL PROCESSING CAPABILITIES

A demonstration of solutions to the availability prob-

lems require that the CPS communication subsystem be

implemented with high power amplifiers and adaptive

FEC decoders and encoders.

The baseband processor is the heart of the CPS system

and must be demonstrated. 	 The ability to support

fixed assignment and demand assignment channels and

routing under both average and peak hour loading con-

ditions should be demonstrated.	 Demonstrations of

CPS/Trunking cross connectivity can be provided for

either in the satellite subsystems or on the ground.

	

5.5	 TE CHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

The technology development efforts applicable to the

trunking systems are:

1. 30 GHZ Low Noise Amplifier

2. IF Switch

3. Impatt Amplifier

4. GaASFET Amplifier

5. Dual Mode TWTA.
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Items 3 and 4 are not likely to be available at re-

quired power levels to satisfy trunking system av ila-

bility criteria in time for the demonstration system.

The emphasis, therefore, should be on items 1, 2, and

5 for demonstration system implementation.	 Develop-

meit programs for items 3 and 4 should be conducted on

an on-goinq basis to develop amplifiers capable of

operation at high power levels >75W, a substantial

extension beyond the present design objective. Be-

cause of the power limitations of the solid state

amplifiers currently being developed, implementation

of these devices in the demonstration system will not

be useful.	 They wi 1 1 also not be essential to demon-

strate trunkinq system capabilities for an initial

operation Ka-band system since this can be done with

the hiqh power TWT's under development.

	

5.6	 PROPAGATION EXPERIMENT CAPABILITIES

Measurement	 of	 propagation	 characteristics	 in	 the

30/20 GNZ band is necessary to develop propagation

models for use in the design of operational systems,

for example,	 available diversity gain during deep

fades, and to analyze propagation effects on the per-

formance of wideband data transmission system.

	

5.7	 SUMMARY

" r

	

	
In summary, the demonstration system must as a minimum

include those features defined for the TOMA trunkinq

and CPS systems in preceeding sections. 	 In general

3
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the demonstration system should provide the capability

to conduct the systems operational/performance, propa-

gation, beam characteristics, interbeam interference,

sychronization, and frequency reuse experiments recom-

mended by the carriers. Trunking FDMA and analog

video capabilities are also of value but these may be

assigned a lower priority.
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VIII

ADDITIONAL STUDY RECOMMENDATIONS

There are several aceds that can have considerable

influence on the performance capabilities, technical

design, and cost of both the demonstration and subse-

quent	 operational	 systems that	 require	 additional

study efforts.

1.0	 Rain Zone E Alternate^Design^Approaches

Rain Wenuation and the related margin required to

meet the .9990 availability criteria for the CPS sys-

tem has been shown to be a problem in the CONUS rain

climate zone E.	 One alternative design approach to

satisfy performance and availability r:quirements has

been discussed.	 In that approach the CPS antenna size

for earth stations in rain zone E was increased to at

least 5.OM and transmission data rates were substan-

tially reduced.	 A second approach using intersat-

ellite links to a lower frequency band for rain zone

E coverage was also identified.	 The basic premise of

the CPS system is that it is intended to provide 44

cost direct to user services. 	 !nefficient use of the

„._	 space segment and increased ground segment costs lead

to increased user service costs.

A study to identify alternate design approaches is

required so that the system design implemented results

in the minimum service cost of CPS users.
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2.0	 CPS Traffic Mix

The CPS system is planned to be implemented with an

on-board Baseband Processor Unit to route traffic

between assigned upl!nk and downlink channels. 	 The

central control of the BPU resides in a computer at

the MCS.	 Machine size and processing requirements can

vary considerably as a function of the num:.,,er of cir-

cuit connections required on a message-by-message

demand basis.	 At one extreme is the case where all

channels are assigned on a DAMA basis and routing is

required on a message- by-message basis.	 At the other

extreme is the case where all channels and hence BPU

connectivity is permanently or fixed assigned. 	 The

first case requires a computer with substantially more

processing capabilities than the second. 	 The real

case is somewhere in- between.

A study is necessary to identify the probable CPS mix,

i.e. ratio of fixed assigned to demand assigned chan-

nels, to appropriately size the machine and processing

required.

	

3.0	 TDMA S nnchronization Approaches

A study is required to identify TDMA synchronization

approaches and the performance/cost trade-offs between

them.	 TDMA synchronization approaches vary widely in

terms of their respective performance capabilities and

cost, however, the ultimate design selected should be

established on a total systems basis that considers:



4.0

- Cost and complexity of the synchronization ap-

proach.

- The impact on cost and complexity in other

areas of the system as a function of the syn-

chronization approaches.

- The impact on throughput efficiency and space

segment cost.

-Total system size (i.e. number of earth stations)

it is de %Irable to select an approach that minimizes

Initial	 implementation cost, but one that can be

gracefully expanded to improve system efficiency as

the network size increases and additional capital

costs can be more easily justified.

SCANNING BEAM/FIXED CONTIGUOUS BEAM DESIGN AND PER-

FORMANCE:

There are enough concerns relative to capacity con-

straints, performance, complexity, synchronization,

and cost of scanning beams that an in-depth design

study is recommended to investigate both scanning beam

and fixed contiguous beam approaches for the CPS sys-

tem.	 The CPS system is only marginally capable of of

meeting established availability criteria and, as

shown previously, cannot meet availability require-

ments in rain zone E without other system design

changes.	 Additional losses will have further impact

on system performance capabilities.
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IX INTERSATELLITE LINKS

1.0	 INTRODUCTION

Rain attenuation varies appreciably as a function of

earth station elevation look angle (as shown in Figure

IV-3) and, therefore, high elevation look angles are

desirable (30' or greater).	 Elevation angle contours

were shown in Figures IV-4 and IV-5 for satellites

stationed at 90 * N and 97'W Longitude.	 The elevation

angle contour plots show that the preferred satellite

location is 97' W and that the usable domestic arc for

Ka band systems is between 90'W and 104'W Longitude.

Rain attenuation aiso imposes constraints on attain-

able transmission throughput rates in high rain zone

areas, particularly in the case of the CPS system.

An intersatellite link has the potential to extend the

usable orbital	 arc,	 improve transmission throughput

rates and efficiency for Ka band systems, and offers

other advantages when considered on an integrated

system basis with other domestic and internatOnal

satellites. Advantages, applications, and a cursory

look at the basic intersatellite link functional re-

quirements are given below. 	 An intersatellite link

implementation approach is identified.	 However, an in-

depth effort ^s necessary to explore alternatives.
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7. p 	INTERSATELLITE LINK CONSIDERATIONS

Whenever the use of more than one satellite transmis-

sion hop is envisioned for a particular service cate-

gory or class of user, which uses two or more differ-

ent satellites, several factors should be assessed:

1. In most cases, the transmission delay is unde-

si M able.	 This is particularly true for voice and

interactive data applications. 	 For other data

applications such as facsimile, electronic mail,

and remote batch computing, increased delay is not

a fundamental problem, but increased storage is

required at the sending locatiotr to permit opera-

tion with error correcting protocols.

2. The use of multiple hops requires that earth

stations which do not have full connectivity via a

single satellite have some means of accessing more

than one satellite. This can be accomplished using

multiple earth station antennas or by using a

multi-beam torus antenna.

3. Multi-hop operation results in multiple use of

a given bandwidth for the same channel, which

results in inefficient use of frequency spectrum

and orbital arc.

4. All of these effects of multi-hop transmission

increase systems costs to some extent and, as such,

should be minimized to the extent possible.
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The	 use of an intersatellite link reduces these ef-

fects for some applications.	 The advantages and ap-

plications of intersatellite links are considered in

the following sections.

%.1	 ADVANTAGES OF THE INTERSATELLITE TRANSMISSION LINK

2.1.1	 DELAY..

For all but the very largest longitudinal	 satellite

separations, the satellite interconnection with inter-

satellite	 links result	 in much	 lower transmission

delays than the multi-hop interconnection.	 This is

illustrated in Figure IX-1.

The maximum distance between two satellites for which

a single intersatellite link can be used corresponds

to an angular satellite separation of about 160'. 	 For

a larger separation the earth would obstruct the di-

rect transmission path between two satellites.	 How-

ever, already at an angular satellite separation of

120' the transmission delay time over the intersatel-

lite link approaches that of the additional delay of a

double-hop circuit.

It can be concluded that the direct link	 connecting

two	 satellites	 through	 an	 intersatellite relay is

always preferable to triple-hop connection which would

result from the conventional interconnection of two

domestic systems with the INTELSAT System.	 However,

the	 intersatellite	 link also offers a substantial

reduction in transmission delay relative to a double-
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hop connection when the angular spacing between two

satellites is 60 degrees or less.

For full CONUS coverage., the maximum angular separa-

tion possible while still maintaining a minimum eleva-

tion angle of 10 degrees is about 73 degrees of longi-

tude.	 Since in the 20/30 GHz fixed service satellite

system the satellites are likely to be placed rela-

tively close together and near the central portion of

the possible orbital arc positions, the separation

will be considerably less than 60'. 	 Thus, use of in-

tersatellite links in the 20/30 GHz satellite systen

will offer substantially decreased transmission delays

relative to the use of multi-hop transmission.

2.1.2 CONSERVATION OF FREQUENCY SPECTRUM

In addition, the intersatellite link uses higher fre-

quency bands than those presently used for satellite

communications.	 This is possible because of the ab-

sence of	 atmospheric	 absorption	 and precipitation

attenuation for the intersatellite links, and it is

desirable because very high directivities can be a-

chieved with moderate size antennas.	 These frequen-

cies do not interfere with earth-to-satellite trans-

missions, and therefore the use of the intersatellite

link conserves the frequency spectrum.

2.1.3 CONNECTIVITY

As the-use of satellites for more and more communica-

tions needs expands, and there is overwhelming evi-
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dence that this will indeed happen, the problems of

connectivity will become increasingly important. It

is easy to imagine a situdtion where a telephone call,

for example, originating within a foreign domestic

satellite system, is subsequently relayed to an INTEL-

SAT satellite for transmission to the U.S, and relayed

again via a domestic satellite before finally reaching

Its destination.	 In fact, even more satellite hops

can he envisioned. The provision of intersatellite

links on all types of communications satellites in the

future can ensure that excessive delays are minimized,

that valuable spectrum is used in an efficient manner,

and that system costs are kept at a minimum.

3.0	 POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS TO THE 20130 GHz FIXED SATELLITE

SYSTEM

Provision of full interconnectivity to all users of

the 20130 GHz system when multiple satellites are used

can be accomplished through a combination of the tech-

niques already discussed, i.e. use of multiple earth

station antennas, mutt ibeam torus antennas, and inter-

satellite links. In an operations system, a combina-

tion of these interconnection techniques can be expec-

ted to be used.

In the previous section dealing with elevation angle

constraints, it was concluded that a minimum elevation

angle of 30 degrees from an earth station to the sat-

ellite is desirable for a 30120 GHz fixed satellite
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system.	 The desirability of such a system geometry

stems from the effect that elevation angle has on

required rain attenuation margins. As elevation an-

gles are 6acreased much below 30% margins begin to

become larger than can reasonably be provided by

state-of-art earth station and satellite technologies.

One of the solutions suggested was the use of a dual

satel I ite system, one of which would serve the primary

need of the eastern portion of the U.S. and the other

of which would serve the primary need of the western

portion of the U.S. The traffic which requires inter-

connection between East and West Coast could conven-

iently be handled via an intersatellite link. In

addition to providing more desirable elevation angles

over a greater portion of the U.S.. such an implemen-

tation may lead to simpler satellites designed specif-

ically for East or West Coast use which in turn pro-

vide additional weight and power that can be used for

more sophisticated on-board processing or increased

EIRP coverage, for example. Such a configuration

would require that traffic patterns in East and West

Coast regions, as well as between the East and West

Coast regions be known with sufficient precision to

allow optimized satellites to be constructed.

Hughes, in its final report, identified a case where

the need for a maximum of three hops for connection of

CPS traffic when any user within a fixed beam is
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restricted	 to	 communicating	 with	 a	 master	 s t ation	 in

its	 own	 beam.	 The	 master	 station	 in	 turn	 would	 relay

the	 traffic	 via	 a	 second	 satellite	 hop	 to	 another	 CPS

%tation	 in	 the	 same	 beam.	 When	 the	 traffic	 is	 des-

tined	 for	 a	 CPS	 station	 in	 another	 beam	 the	 traffic

would	 first	 be	 relayed	 to	 the	 master	 station	 in	 that

beam	 and	 finally,	 via	 another	 satellite	 hop,	 to	 the

destination	 CPS	 station.	 In	 this	 latter	 case,	 the

second	 relay	 of	 traffic	 could	 either	 be	 accomplished

by	 terrestrial	 connection	 of	 master	 stations,	 in	 which

case	 two	 hops	 would	 involved,	 or	 via	 a	 satellite	 con-

nection	 between	 master	 stations	 in	 which	 case	 a	 total

of	 three	 satellite	 hops	 would	 be	 involved.	 The	 use	 of
t

a	 two	 satellite	 configuration	 and	 intersateilite	 link

as	 discussed	 could	 serve	 to	 relay	 traffic	 via	 inter-

satellite	 link	 to	 the	 second	 access	 community.	 The

net	 effect	 of	 this	 approach	 would	 be	 a	 simpler	 CPS	 on-

board	 processor	 (than	 one	 which	 must	 provide	 full

interconnect ivity	 to	 all	 CPS	 terminals	 on	 each	 satel-

lite,)	 which	 would	 provide	 full	 connectivity	 between

CPS	 terminals	 for	 a	 limited	 community	 of	 users	 without

the	 need	 for	 multiple	 hops.
1

Another	 possible	 application	 of	 intersatellite	 links

which	 could	 widen	 the	 attraction	 of	 the	 20/30	 GHz

system	 would	 be	 is	 a	 relay	 of	 television	 signals	 to	 a

CONUS	 coverage	 broadcast	 type	 satellitz.	 This	 would

be	 attractive	 to	 TV	 network	 operators	 who	 could
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broadcast directly from any downtown location at Ka-

band using ) small, easily coordinated earth terminal.

In this way, interconnect cost to remote earth sta-

tions would not be required, and an earth terminal

could easily be placed on the rooftop of centrally

located studios.

	

4.0	 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

	

4.1	 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

An approach to implement a trunking system with an

intersatellite link is to provide separate TOMA car-

riers for transmission between earth stations within

the coverage area of each satellite and additional

carriers for the intersatellite link.

The initial cursory functional design approach for the

trunking network connectivity via an intersatellite

link is similar to the previously described trunking

functional requirements.	 A TDMA - IF switch provides

the connectivity between the intersatellite link and

the Ka-band trunking network.	 Switch mode configur-

ation and mode length are controlled by the MCS.

In the CPS system uplink, Ka-band signals are proces-

sed and routed to the baseband processor unit and

interfaced to an intersatellite channel. 	 Conversely

iocoming intersatellite link traffic is processed and

routed through the intersatellite link and interfaced

to a Ka-band system downlink TDMA channel.



4.2	 FUNCTIONAL REQUIREMENTS

4.2.1 Ka TRUNKING - INTERSATELLITE LINK CONNECTIVITY

Figure IX-?.A shows a general block diagram of the Ka

Trur►king - Intersatellite Link satellite communica-

tions subsystem.	 The intersateilite link appears as

an extra set of ports (input and output) on the TDMA -

IF Switch.	 The basic additional functional require-

ments are:

Intersatellite Link Receiver - An intersateilite link

receiver is required to amplify (low noise) and down

convert received 58/59 GHz carriers that are irter-

faced to the TDMA - If Switch for connection to Ka

trunking downlink beams.

Intersatellite Link Transmitter - An intersateilite

link transmitter is required to up convert and amplify

trunking TDMA carriers for transmission via the .:ter-

satellite link.

Intersatellite Antenna Subsystem - An intersatellite

link antenna(s) with an appropriate number of spot

beams, compatible with the number of satellites to be

interconnected, is required.

4.2.2 Ka CPS - INT •ERSATELLITE LINK CONNECTIVITY

Figure IX-28 shows a general block diagram of a Ka

CPS-Intersatellite Link Communications subsystem.	 The

intersateilite link appears as an extra set of ports

on the baseband processor,	 The basic additional func-

tional requirements are:

a
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intersatellite Link Transmit Subsystem - A transmit

subsystem is required to upconvert and amplify TOMA

carriers for transmission via a 58/59 GHz intersatel-

lite link.

Intersatellite Link Receive Subsystem - An intersatel-

lite link receive subsystem is required to amplify

( low noise) and .:jwnconvert the received 58/59 GHz

TOMA carrier for a j)p ...ration to the BPU.

Intersatellite Antenna Subsystem - The intersatellite

CPS and trunking traffic will share an antenna with an

appropriate number of spot beams compatible with the

number of satellites to be interconnected.

1	
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APPENDIX A

ANTENNA SPECIFICATIONS

	

1.0	 TYPICAL WESTERN UNION ANTENNA ENVIRONMENTAL
WOOND

SPECIFICATIONS

	1.1	 POINTING ACCURACY

a. The pointing accuracy shall be consistent with the

following gain degradation limits in the direction of

the satellite under Normal Weather Conditions and for

99% of the worst month of th y: year.

0.3 dB in the 3.7-4.2 GHz band

0.5 d8 in the 5.925-6.425 GHz band

b. Additionally, the antenna pointing accuracy shall

b not worse than 0.02 degrees rms under wind velocity

conditions of 45 mph, gusting to 60 mph.

	

1.2	 ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AND CAPABILITIES

The antenna shall be designed for continuous and re-

liable service over a minimum 15 year life. The above

requirements shall be met under the following environ-

mental conditions, applicable to the reflector/pedes-

tal assembly:

a.	 Normal Weather Condition

Wind:	 30 mph (any direction), gusting to

45 mph ( 3 sigma)

Temperature:	 0 O F to +100 OF

Humidity!	 20% to 100%, relative
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Solar Radiation: 350 BTU/Ft20R

b. Poor Weather Condition

Wind:	 45 mph (any direction), gusting to

60 mph (3 sigma)

Rain: a five-minute rate of 0.5 inches

Snow: 2 In/Hr
c^	

Ice:	 (a) 1" Thick radial over all antenna
k

L

surfaces

(b) 1-1/2" over lower of half dish

only

Temperature: -15 'F to +100 'F

Humidity: 0% to 100%. relative

Wind b Ice: All combinations of wind 6

ice

c. Extreme Conditions and Survivability

Wind (Survival):	 (a)	 120 mph in stow

position

(b) 70 mph with 1" ice in stow position.

Temperature: -30 'F to +100 'F

Drive to Stow: 70 mph wind load (worst

direction)

Hold in Position:	 80 mph wind load (worst

direction)

d. Equipment Survival in Storage and Trans-

portation

Temperature: -62 'F to +185 'F

`'	 Altitude:	 40,000 Ft.



	

2.0	 LARGE GROUND STATION ANTENNAS AT 20 - 30 GNZ

The TRW and Hughes trunking designs utilize 12 meter

antennas. This is a comparatively a large antenna, even

at 6 and 4 GHz, but for the 20/30 GHz range it presents

many problems, the solutions to which are not all imme-

diately obvious. Some of these problems are:

How to provide parabolic surfaces with suffi-

cient accuracy.

How to design mounts and sub-reflector sup-

ports with adequate stiffness.

Automatic or programmed tracking.

Compensation for building sway.

Servo loop compensation.

A11 of the above problems are inter-related, but there

is another problem not considered in lower frequency

systems which may introduce perturbing inputs into the

tracking system.	 This is the possible variation in

prase across the aperture of the antenna of the arriving

energy from the Satellite, due to rain cells which can

conceivable cause distortion of the arriving wave front,

resulting in loss of signal over and above that caused

by attenuation of the beam in passage.

	

2.1	 SURFACES OF PARABOLIC DISHES

The operating efficiency of a parabolic dish, whi;h

relates actual gain .o theoretical gain of an ideally



illuminated parabola, is determined by the deviation

of the dish surface from the desired contour, and by

the effectiveness of the feed in achieving the ideal

4
illumination distrubution.

At these frequencies, the dish shaping tolerance is

the most difficult to achieve due to manufacturing and

installation problems of the dish surface and back-up

structure. In addition to still air conditions, the

dish surface and feed geometry must be maintained

under high and gusting wind conditions, depending on

locality. Typical designs call for meeting perfor-

mance specifications in the following environmental

conditions:

Temperature range - 0'F to +100'F

Rainfall - a five minute rain rate of 0.5

inches

Solar radiation - up to 1,000 kilo-cal/hr/M2

Wind - survival in winds up to 120 mph, move

in winds up to 70 mph

Tracking error - .0065' in winds 49 km/h

gusting to 73 km/hr, 0.1' in winds of 75 km/hr

gusting to 96 km/hr

Dish surface tolerance for any 0/	 is characterized by

rms surface deviation and correlation interval. 	 These

factors are related to gain as illustrated in Figure

A-1.

The gain loss, illustrated in Figure A-1 does not in-
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i
clude gain loss due to high winds distorting the dish

or affecting tracking accuracy.	 Extrapolation of

costs from C or X band to arrive at a cost for a 20/30

GHz antenna is not considered a good approach.

	

2.2	 MOUNTS AND SUB-REFLECTOR SUPPORT

The present dish structure designs are optimized for

C-band and may not be suitable for 20/30 GMz, making

extrapolation of costs questionaole. 	 It is likely

that the dish and amount wits both have to be rede-

--	 signed, as well as the sub-reflector support. 	 The

closest known technologies are radio telescope an-

tennas and solar tracking furnaces. 	 These seems like

logical places to start in predicting costs.

	

2.3	 BUILDINGLD'I NG SWAY

In the case of antennas mounted on the roofs of bui id-

ings more than a few stories in height, building sway

can be a factor in determining the pointing 	 angle.

^.	 Monopulse tracking may not be affected in these cases,

but step -track could experience a problem in certain

wind conditions.

	

2.4	 RRA^ DOME

Mention is made of the use of a radome, whose manufac-

turer claims that due to special surface-coating tech-

niques, will yield a maximum alteration of 20/30 GHz

of i dB.	 If this is true, it will greatly alleviate

the above problems' due to wind and rain loading.
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2.5	 POINTING

Antenna pointing will be a very large problem. 	 If

local pointing is used (monopulse or step-track) with

great attention to design details, many of the pertur-

bations can be minimized dynamically. 	 This i-s partic-

ularly true with monopulse. With remote commanding of

antenna pointing angle, the system operation depends

on accurate prediction of losses due to environmental

conditions and pointing command accuracy. One sugges-

ted solution is to provide a low-power beacon, opera-

ting at a lower frequency (4 GHz for example) to be

used for pointing.	 This would ease the problem of

loss of track in heavy weather at the cost of added

complexity. This	 may	 not be	 necessary,	 since	 at least

in	 the	 TRW system,	 there are	 phase-locked	 loops with

100 Hz bandwidth, which could possibly provide suffic-

ient margin for step-track operation.

3.0	 CURRENTLY AVAILABLE HARDWARE
NOMMONNOWNWOM

Concern over the problems associated with the practi-

cability of building both large and medium aperture

antenna systems led us to look to a supplier of Radio

Astronomy systems, which operate at frequencies up to

r5b GHz.	 The problems associated with these antennas

fall in the following areas:

1. Maintaining necessary surface accuracy

during manufacture and assembly.
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2. Maintaining surface accuracy under severe

wind and rain conditions.

3. Pointing system accuracy.

We have located one viable source of suitable anten-

nas.	 This is:
Electronic Space Systems Corporation
Old Power Mill Road
Concord, Massachusetts
Telephone: 617-369-7200
Contact - Samuel L. Hansel, Jr. ScD
Sales Manager/Systems Specialist 	 '

We have received a packet of very interesting infor-

mation about these antennas, which is summarized below

with comments.

SURFACE ACCURACY

Surface rms error E is computed by means of the

following expression:
1/ 2

	i-n	 2
E	 1 ^ X

n	 i

if the distribution of surface errors Xi is Gaussian.

A curve relating E to k factor (efficiency) is shown

	

in Figure A-2,	 k factor is computed according to the

formula
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These curves are completely theoretical.	 Some insight

into actual perfoims nce expectations can be learned

from an ESSCO pamphlet on a 45 foot dish built for the

ilniversity of Massachusetts.	 The surface of this dish

consists of 2 precision aluminum panels, manufactured

to a surface accuracy of about 0.06 mm. The assembled

dish has an overall accuracy of 0.1 mm across the

entire aperture, better than required for 30 GHt op-

eration by a factor of about 2.

3.2	 EFFECTS OF WIND AND RAIN

ESSCO provides complete systems, including the antenna

(with feed system), mount, and drive system. Their

antenna design is based on operation inside a special

radome of proprietary design.	 A typical radome is

pictured in Figure A-3. 	 It consists of an aluminum

space-frame. The space-frame is composed of triang-

ular panels bolted together to form the structure.

The aluminum structural elements are encapsulated in a

special tow-loss dielectric, and the actual surface is

made up of a special membrane.

The use of the radome effectively eliminates the ef-

fect of wind, with virtually no penalty on perform-

ance, which is very surprising. It simplifies both

structure and drive systems and lowers costs in these

t	
areas.	 Rain accumulation on the radome is virtuallys

nil, due to the membrane material which causes rapid

runoff.	 The noise temperature increase due to rain

211
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1.

is quoted as less than 10'K.	 Another benefit is re-

duced maintenance, although the membr.ne surface does

require some cleaning.

Performance of these systems is illustrated in Figures

A-4 and A-5.	 There are theoretical curves for assumed

k factors, but ESSCO asserts that actual systems ,t-

tain values indicated in the curves or better.

	

3.3	 POINTING ACCURACY

Servo accuracy approaches 2 arc seconds.

	

3.4	 COST

No costs were obtained, but they are undoubtedly very

high. ESSCO is studying projected costs for quantity

production (10 per month) in 2-3 years time, but no

data is available at present.	 Some economies are

obvious, particularly in the pointing systems, since

full motion is not required for synchronous satellite

application, nor is the extreme pointing accuracy.
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